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WINNERS WALK TALL

WHAT DOES IT TAKE TO BE A CHARACTER COACH?

Welcome and thank you for volunteering to be a Winners Walk Tall Character Coach. It’s easy!
All it takes is enthusiasm, a love of children, and a desire to make a positive and lasting impact
on their lives.
Character Coaches come from all walks of life - professional people, entrepreneurs, housewives,
retirees, college and high school students. Our volunteers enjoy a "hands-on" approach to
volunteering, working in the classroom to improve children's social and performance skills and
to help them grow up to be safe and healthy.
Character Coaches eagerly anticipate each session and appreciate the satisfaction they
experience after each lesson is completed. Soon after they begin presenting the program, they get
a strong feeling of belonging in their classes.
Winners Walk Tall takes place during normal school hours during the school year, with time off
for Christmas and spring vacations. Our Character Coaches spend less than an hour each week
(including travel time) for 20-25 weeks each year.
New and prospective Character Coaches are asked to study this handbook, view the training
video, and observe one or two actual classroom sessions. Then they're ready to go.

The Winners Walk Tall program is easy. It's fun. It's satisfying.
And it makes a huge difference.
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WINNERS WALK TALL

QUICK START GUIDE FOR CHARACTER COACHES

BEFORE YOUR SESSION:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Choose your topic
Review the topic explanation
Copy handouts, if any
Print stickers (available from our website, http://www.winnerswalktall.org)
Cut out the banner
Prepare any questionnaires or evaluations
Remember your cap and pin

AT THE SCHOOL:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

See “Start the Year Right” (pg. 4) for tips about your first day
Remember you are a role model and a representative of Winners Walk Tall
Be on time and keep each lesson to 10 to 12 minutes
Check in at the school office
Follow all school procedures (name tag; sign in)
Greet the teacher
Have the teacher participate in a manner appropriate for that class
Ask the teacher to pick a helper for you, or choose one randomly from class list
Briefly review the last topic you presented
Ask the helper to read the new topic (if possible); have the class repeat it
Emphasize the word and the concept of winner
Keep the presentation age-appropriate
See “Presentation Techniques” section for classroom suggestions
Engage the kids in the lesson by asking questions
Use role-playing if age and topic appropriate
Use the blackboard for key words and responses
Remember to give handouts and stickers to the teacher
Give the banner to the teacher at the end of the lesson
Ask the children if they want you to return for another lesson
Make sure their response is enthusiastic
Compliment and praise the teacher often during the year
Thank the teacher before you leave
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WINNERS WALK TALL
CHARACTER COACH "HOW TO" SUGGESTIONS

The following suggestions, tips, and ideas will address some of the questions you may have
about going into the classroom as a Character Coach. By following these simple guidelines, your
weekly visits will be effective, rewarding and fun! If you have any other concerns that are not
addressed here, please contact your Winners Walk Tall School Coordinator, or a staff member at
(513) 561-2550 or info@winnerswalktall.org.

START THE YEAR RIGHT!

COMMITMENT
Your commitment to your students and to the Winners Walk Tall program is important.
Consistency is what makes the relationship between you and your students work. After only one
or two visits, you will find that the class looks forward to your arrival each week.
•
•
•
•

plan to visit your assigned classes once each week for the entire school year
if you must miss a week, be sure to communicate with your teacher about it
in case you need to be absent for an extended period, contact your School
Coordinator so that a substitute can be arranged
contact the Winners Walk Tall staff with any problems you cannot resolve

MATERIALS
Before the school year begins, you will receive all the necessary materials, or you can download
them from www.winnerswalktall.org. You will need:
•
•
•
•

a pink Winners Walk Tall cap
a Character Coach Manual, including Classroom Topic Explanations,
Handouts & Questionnaires
topic banners (one set for each class)
topic stickers if you are using them (print on standard 1”x3” label stock)
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WINNERS WALK TALL
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES
To make your job easy, the following resources are available upon request:
•
•
•
•
•

Winners Walk Tall theme song score as well as recorded format (audio
cassette or CD)
training and/or promotional video (available on our website)
Winners Walk Tall lapel pins
website support (www.winnerswalktall.org)
administrative support – contact (513) 561-2550 or info@winnerswalktall.org.

SCHOOL COORDINATOR
Your school may have a Winners Walk Tall School Coordinator or a Volunteer Coordinator to:
•
•
•
•

act as liaison between you and the school administrators and staff
provide you with your classroom assignments as well as any pertinent school or
teacher information
answer any questions or help with any problems you might have
provide a substitute as needed

CLASSROOM ASSIGNMENT
In many schools, the program will start sometime in September or October, and finish by the end
of March, April, or mid-May. As soon as you get your assigned classes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

contact your teachers directly; a visit to the classroom is usually the easiest way
to accomplish this
briefly explain the goals and objectives of Winners Walk Tall if needed
present the list of topic explanations from this manual; ask the teacher to
indicate the topics he or she wants you to present during the year
discuss a convenient day and time for your weekly visit; coordinate with all your teachers
so you can easily go from one class to the next
obtain a school calendar showing the schedule for the coming year
exchange phone numbers or email addresses in case of schedule changes
obtain a class list so you can get to know the children by name
encourage the teacher to offer you constructive feedback or suggestions as the
year proceeds
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IN THE CLASSROOM

Remember why you are there. The first session, and every once in a while after that, write
Winners Walk Tall on the blackboard, and remind the children that the goal of Winners Walk
Tall is to make sure that each one of them grows up to be a winner.
By listening to, and following the advice in the weekly lessons, they can learn how to grow up to
be happy, productive, and responsible citizens.
Continue to emphasize the winners theme throughout the year.
Throughout the school year, ask the teacher for suggestions and feedback. This will make the
teacher feel part of the program, and ensure that you are as effective as you can be.
Praise and compliment the teacher often in front of the children. Thank him or her for allowing
the Winners Walk Tall program to be presented to the class.
Don't hesitate to ask for the teacher's assistance in bringing order to the class if necessary. The
teacher knows the students well and can easily remind them of the rules and consequences they
already use in the classroom.
Teacher support is critical for the success of the program. Please let the staff of Winners Walk
Tall know right away if you feel you don't have teacher support.
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HANDOUTS
At the beginning of the year, give each child a copy of the “Handout for Parents” found in the
appendix of this manual. This is a good way for parents and guardians to become familiar with
the program.
If there is a handout or sticker for the lesson, give all materials to the teacher for distribution to
the children. Please note that all materials are available on our website.

QUESTIONNAIRES
At any time, you may ask the teacher for constructive feedback. During about the fourth week of
the program, give him or her a copy of the Teacher's Questionnaire located in the appendix of
this handbook. Ask the teacher to fill this out and fax or mail it to Winners Walk Tall as
indicated on the form.
Toward the end of the school year, give a second "Teacher Questionnaire" to each teacher.
A copy of the results will be mailed to you upon request.
Also at the end of the year, each child should be given a "Parent Questionnaire" to take home.
When they are returned to the teacher, collect them and return them to Winners Walk Tall at the
address indicated.

CERTIFICATES
For the last session, give each child a copy of "Suggested Summer Program for Winners Walk
Tall" to take home.
A Certificate of Completion (found in the appendix of this Handbook) should be given to each
child. Each child's name can be inserted into the certificate. A small gift or treat can also be
distributed.
A good topic for the final lesson of the year is "Make Good Use of Your Free Time."
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WINNERS WALK TALL
PRESENTATION TECHNIQUES
Begin each class by entering the classroom with that week's topic banner folded under your pink
cap. You might want to greet the class with "Hello, winners!" or a similar enthusiastic greeting.
Always be cheerful, positive, upbeat and complimentary of the children's efforts. Remember to
“Walk Tall With A Smile!”
Most important to success in the classroom is to be sincere. Make sure the children know that
you're happy to be with them. Ask the teacher for a class list and try to learn the students’ names
as soon as possible. Use any name cards the teacher might already have or make index cards of
your own.
If you know you will be away for a session, let the teacher and students know when they can
expect you back. If you need to be away for more than one session, and there is to be a substitute
coach, suggest what topics can be covered. When you return to the classroom, apologize for
your absence, let the children know how glad you are to be back and follow up with a quick
review. You might also consider doubling up on topics to make up for a missed week.

YOUR PRESENTATION
Ask the teacher for a student helper for the day (or pick one yourself). Remove your cap and
have the student pull the topic banner out and read it to the class (or, if necessary, read it
yourself). The topic can also be written on the blackboard.
Keep your messages simple and easily understood. Be careful to use grade-level vocabulary. If in
doubt as to how you're doing, ask the teacher for feedback, even as early as after your first
session.
Don't try to cover too many points in one session. A ten to fifteen minute session goes fast,
especially with class participation. You can always revisit a topic if you have more to say on it.
Use class participation as much as possible. Ask for the meaning of any words you think they
might not understand. Children's feedback helps you determine the vocabulary level to use as
well as any concerns about the topic that are important to them.
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WINNERS WALK TALL
YOUR PRESENTATION (Continued)
Asking questions and acknowledging the answers helps to build rapport with the students, and
makes the session more fun for everyone. Elaborate on the children's responses with your
additional remarks.
Vary seating arrangements from time to time. Have children remain in their seats for some
sessions, or gather around you on the floor for others (particularly effective with younger
children). Use the blackboard as much as possible to write down their contributions.
Use props, handouts, and favors occasionally. Favors might include pencils, pens, booklets,
candy, or stickers. Do not overuse favors unless you plan to provide them at every session as the
children quickly come to expect them.

PRESENTATION TOPICS
At the beginning of the program, give your teacher a copy of the topic explanations, and ask him
or her to indicate the ones he or she would definitely like you to cover. At the same time, ask if
there are any special concerns in the classroom (special needs, etc.).
Although the topics are in no particular order, the earlier ones are more appropriate for the
beginning of the program, and for the younger grades.
You have freedom to skip around and to repeat topics as necessary.
If the class has had the Winners Walk Tall program in previous years, you can combine early
topics or begin further down the list.
You may add variations and your own ideas, but it is important to stick with the developed
topics.
Many topics lend themselves to frequent review, especially if requested by the teacher.
Remind the children about previous topics.
Ask the teacher to display the topic banners in the classroom. Refer to them during later lessons.
Relate topics to holidays or other events. See “Topics by the Calendar” in the appendix.
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WINNERS WALK TALL
PRESENTATION TOPIC EXPLANATIONS
“The Secrets to Becoming a Winner in Life”

1.

WALK TALL WITH A SMILE!
Introduce yourself and Winners Walk Tall to the class. Explain that you will be coming back each week for
ten minutes to share lessons that will help them grow up to become winners in life. Ask the class to name
some people they would consider winners. They might suggest only athletes and celebrities. Have them
consider the many different ways that people can be successful in life (people who take good care of their
family members, teachers who help children learn, others who are successful at their jobs). Explain that
you will be discussing how they can become winners.
For younger children, have each child walk to the front of the room, shoulders back and head up, with a
smile. The kids love this. Have them repeat it if necessary. For older children, list on the blackboard some
thoughts about the things winners “Do” or “Don’t do.” *Winners smile, and others smile back. *Winners
wear a happy face. *Winners walk tall.
(Related Lessons: 3 – Shake Hands; 7 - Strive)

2.

MAGIC WORDS -- "PLEASE" AND "THANK YOU.”
Why do we use words like these? These words show you have respect for others and for yourself. Ask
kids for other magic words, like “may I?” and “excuse me.” List the words on the blackboard. What effect
does it have on others when we use these words? We use the magic words in many situations. Ask the
class for occasions when you would use a particular word. Mention table manners as an example. Ask the
children how we show respect and caring for others. *Winners use the magic words all the time.
(Related Lessons: 13 – Manners; 18 -Respect)

3.

SHAKE HANDS WITH A FIRM GRIP, LOOK THE PEOPLE IN THE
EYES, AND CALL THEM BY NAME - WITH A SMILE!
Break each part of the handshake and greeting down into steps and explain why we do each part (i.e. the
importance of eye contact and of using the person’s name). Have each child walk to the front of the room and
stand tall with a smile - then shake your hand firmly, looking you in the eyes and saying your name. Ask the
teacher to stand next to you so that both of you shake each child’s hand for reinforcement. This is a great
session, extremely important, and the kids really enjoy it. Remind them to shake your hand and look you in
the eyes as you come to class each week. *These are traits of winners.
(Related Lessons: 1 – Walk Tall; 13 – Manners; 18 - Respect)
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4.

LEARN HOWEVER, WHENEVER, WHEREVER YOU CAN!
Ask “how,” “when” and “where” they can learn. Use the blackboard to record their answers, and add some
examples they might not have considered. Your examples might include museums, libraries, home,
festivals, lessons (such as swimming or piano), festivals, the zoo, the internet, or talking to other people
about their hobbies. Remind them that adults often continue learning throughout their lives. Emphasize the
importance of reading and learning, and the value of a good education and staying in school. *Winners
learn however, whenever, wherever they can.
(Related Lessons: 5 – TV; 6 - Read)

5.

TV IS A TIME-WASTER.
This is a major topic. Start by asking the children how much TV they watch and what types of programs
they are watching. Although TV can be educational and entertaining, much of it can be included among
the worst influences on society today. Many programs promote violence and teach poor grammar. With
older children, discuss the difference between public and commercial TV.
Challenge the children to limit their TV viewing for the following week to ½ hour/day. Ask what they
could do instead of watching TV. Encourage them to go on a no-media diet for one day. That means no
TV, no video games, no internet. Make sure to ask for feedback about this in your next session.
*Winners don’t waste time watching TV.
(Related Lesson: 6 – Read; 14 – Choices; 19 – Be Your Best)

6.

READ, READ, READ TO SUCCEED!
Stress the importance of reading. Ask why reading is so important. Suggest such reasons as: stimulating
imagination, improving creative thinking, strengthening learning skills, etc. Children should always have
a book that they are reading for pleasure. If reading is difficult for them, they can choose a book that they
find easy to read. This will make reading more enjoyable for them. Their teachers can give good
suggestions.
Suggest reading as an alternative to watching TV. Also suggest that kids get familiar with their
neighborhood library. They can introduce themselves to the librarian and ask for suggestions of the kinds of
books they like to read. You might give each child a copy of a story to take home and read. Check with
the teacher about the class’s reading level. *Winners read, read, read!
(Related Lessons: 20 – Good Habits; 49 – Do What’s Right)
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7.

STRIVE TO BE A WINNER.
This lesson is an opportunity to summarize some of the topics that you have already covered during the
year. Ask the children what they think the characteristics of winners are (education, staying out of
trouble). This is an easy topic. Differentiate between winners in the media (athletes, celebrities, etc.) and
other kinds of winners. *Winners live by the “Winner’s Code” - all the things we already have talked
about - all the “DO’s” and “DON’Ts.” *Winners do what they are supposed to do.
(Related Lessons: 11 – Goals; 20 - Good Habits; 49 – Do What’s Right)

8.

LISTEN TO LEARN, LEARN TO LISTEN.
Discuss the difference between hearing and listening (offer examples). Active listening involves thinking
about what is heard. Stress that they cannot learn if their attention is not focused on what is being said; it is
impossible to talk and listen at the same time. Play “Simon Says.” Give a small prize to the winners. Ask
why those children won? What did the winners do differently? *Winners use their ears to hear and their
brains to think. * Winners use eye contact when they are actively listening, because that helps them pay
better attention.
(Related Lessons: 14 – Choices; 19 – Be Your Best)

9.

DON’T BE A BULLY.
Bullying is one of the more serious topics we address. One way to approach it is to build up to it with
related topics beforehand. Suggested lessons are listed below. You can also follow up with 42 – Learn to
Forgive. Bullying is saying or doing anything hostile that hurts another person, making him/her feel
uncomfortable, unsafe or intimidated. Talk about the types of bullying: physical, verbal, or emotional.
Bullies turn innocent children into victims. Stress that it is not the victim’s fault if a bully picks on them.
If bullying continues, or becomes threatening to safety, children should always go to a “trusted adult” to tell
them about it. Trusted adults include teachers, principals, librarians, police, mentors, adult family
members, etc. * Winners never bully.
(Related Lessons: 18 –Respect; 23 – Make Friends; 33 – Settle Differences).

10.

NEVER, EVER STEAL and ALWAYS TELL THE TRUTH.
Ask for a volunteer to tell the story of Pinocchio or the story of the shepherd boy who cried, “Wolf”
(perhaps the teacher can help). Lying and stealing are just plain wrong. People know when you are lying
and will not think of you as trustworthy. Ask them if they would lie to or steal from their grandparents; if
their answer is no, then they shouldn’t do it to anyone else either. Stress that shoplifting is wrong. It is
stealing, and it is a crime. *Winners don’t lie or steal.
(Related Lessons: 14 – Choices; 20 - Good Habits; 26 - Greed)
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11.

SET GOALS - THEN GO AFTER THEM.
Ask for a definition of the word “goal.” Stress the importance of setting a goal followed by creating a plan
to achieve that goal. Long-term goals usually have small steps that can be achieved in the short-term.
(You eat an elephant one bite at a time.) Give the kids the goal of “graduating from high school.” Stress
that the work they are doing now is one step along the road to that goal. Have them list what else they have
to do to achieve it. This is a great chance to review previous topics.
Ask older students what they want to be when they grow up. Encourage them to find someone who does
that type of work and ask that person what one has to do to become a doctor, pilot, etc.
* Winners set goals and work hard to achieve them.
(Related Lessons: 7 – Strive; 14 – Choices; 19 – Be Your Best; 20 - Good Habits; 41 – Advice; 44 – Work
Hard)

12.

BE HONEST WITH YOURSELF AND OTHERS
Ask each child to think about those things that he/she can do particularly well, and those he/she cannot do
as well. Give some examples of what these might be, making sure to include different categories, such as
academics, sports, music, arts, people skills. Give the children a blank piece of paper and ask them to
sketch or list things they like to do and are good at. Stress the importance of always working to improve
their skills and become a better person. *Winners don’t try to be someone they aren’t. *Winners are
honest with themselves.
(Related Lesson: 19 – Be Your Best)

13.

MANNERS MATTER.
This is a topic that can be revisited during the school year. Good manners make people stand above the
crowd. Make lists of good manners and bad manners. Suggestions should include the following: showing
respect for others; telephone etiquette; not interrupting when others are speaking; opening doors for others;
being prompt. Repeat the use of “Magic Words.” Have each boy or girl show an example of a good
manner in different settings (school, dinner table, at a store, etc.) and, after they do so, have them become
elevated to a group labeled “ladies” or “gentlemen.”
You might consider a second session specifically on table manners. Bring in four place settings and let the
kids have a “dinner party,” giving you the opportunity to show proper table manners. Break down the
place settings so that all the students can participate. * Winners always show good manners – they are the
sign of true winners.
(Related Lessons: 1 – Walk Tall; 2 - Magic Words; 3 – Shake Hands; 18 –Respect; 20 - Good Habits)
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14.

CHOICES, CHOICES - MAKE THE RIGHT ONES
This is an important and far-reaching topic. Ask students to tell you some of the choices they have to make
every day. After you discuss some of the easy choices, go into some of the tougher ones. Some choices
might be whether to: read or watch TV; do homework or play; eat healthy food or junk food.; exercise or
laze around; go with the wrong group of friends or choose friends more carefully; turn in the $5 bill found
in the schoolyard or keep it; take drugs or say no. Keep the topic age appropriate. If in doubt, ask the
teacher first. Remind them that choices made often will eventually become habits. Stress that adults must
make choices everyday as well. *Winners always try to make the best choice possible. * Winners just say
NO to tobacco, drugs, alcohol, stealing, lying.
(Related Lessons: 16 – Guns/Knives; 17 – Peer Pressure; 20 - Good Habits; 28 – Just Say No; 30 – Stay
Healthy; 45 – Free Time; 46 – Common Sense)

15.

WHAT MAY I DO FOR YOU?
Build up this topic with the idea that this is the most magical question in the world. The question suggests
doing good deeds for others. Suggest that each child try asking the question of his or her family members
or other trusted adults and report back the following week. At your next session ask what effect asking this
question had on the other person. This is a good topic to use around Mother’s Day, but do be sensitive that
there might be some children who do not have a mother at home. *Winners ask this question often.
(Related Lessons: 13 – Manners; 18 –Respect)

16.

STAY FAR AWAY FROM GUNS AND KNIVES.
This is an easy topic, but do be sure to follow any suggestions the teacher might have about it. Ask the
children who the only people are who should carry a gun (police). Stress that it is most important that they
should just get away from anyone else who has a gun or knife, and report it to a trusted adult. Guns and
knives lead to injuries – and/or to jail. *Winners do not associate with people who carry and use guns and
knives.
(Related Lessons: 14 – Choices; 17 – Peer Pressure; 23 - Make Friends; 49 – Do What’s Right)

17.

PEER PRESSURE – WATCH OUT!
This topic needs to be addressed often. Kids are talked into trouble by being pressured by their peers.
Discuss the meaning of the word “peer” and the meaning of the word “pressure.” Explain that adults also
have to make the right choices in many situations rather than just following the crowd. Discuss how some
kinds of peer pressure can be positive (making you work harder, exercise more, eat healthier food). If
appropriate, discuss the negatives of being a member of a gang. *Winners avoid negative peer pressure. *
Winners make choices that are best for them.
(Related Lessons: 14 – Choices; 23 – Make Friends; 28 – Just Say No; 45 – Free Time; 49 – Do What’s
Right)
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18.

SHOWING RESPECT BRINGS RESPECT.
This topic calls to mind the expression: “treat others as you want them to treat you.” Always think, “What
if our roles were reversed?” and then decide what to do. Do not tolerate bullying and do not permit others
to bully. Ask the children for ways that they can show respect for others; list their suggestions on the
board. Make sure the list includes using good manners; listening to the ideas of others; showing good
behavior in the presence of others, especially elders; not gossiping or criticizing others. *Winners always
show the utmost respect for others.
(Related Lessons: 2 - Magic Words; 13 – Manners; 24 – Trust; 35 – Compliment; 36 – Respect
Differences)

19.

BE THE BEST THAT YOU CAN BE.
Use this topic to point out that there are many ways to be successful. Everyone has things that can improve
with effort and practice. Point out that being jealous of others who have different talents is a waste of time
that could be better spent developing talents of their own. Ask the kids if they always do the best they can
on their studies, on their tests, etc., or if they think they could improve if they work harder. *Winners
always try hard and their very best.
Consider using this topic around Martin Luther King Day in mid-January. A copy of one of his speeches is
located in the Appendix. The speech can be read by older children or read to (paraphrased for) younger
ones.
(Related Lessons: 6, 7 – Strive; 11 – Goals; 14 – Choices; 20 - Good Habits; 38 – Opportunity; 44 – Hard
Work; 49 – Do What’s Right)

20.

DEVELOP GOOD HABITS - AVOID BAD HABITS.
Explain how habits might develop because of choices that are made again and again. Get the kids to write
down both good and bad choices they make that might become habits. Stress that they should focus on
developing good habits. Good habits include using good manners, showing respect for others, being
trustworthy. Some habits are good for your health (eating properly, brushing your teeth, getting enough
sleep); others are not good for your health (smoking, taking drugs, drinking). It takes practice and effort to
make or break a habit. It’s far easier NOT to develop a bad habit in the first place than it is to break it later.
*Winners choose good and healthy habits every day.
(Related Lessons: 6, 11 – Goals; 13 – Manners; 14 – Choices; 28 – Just Say No; 30 – Stay Healthy; 45 –
Free Time)
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21.

START SAVING EARLY.
Setting personal goals that you want to achieve is important. For some things, having the money to achieve
them becomes equally important. Explain the importance of saving some money whenever possible. Some
grownups save a portion of their paychecks so they will have money for something they want or need in the
future. It’s easy to waste money on things we don’t need. It’s a good habit to save for a “rainy day.” You
can explain what is meant by that saying.
Optional – A few weeks before you’re going to cover this topic, ask the teacher to collect and clean ½ pint
milk cartons from the cafeteria for the children to use as banks. On the day of the session, staple each
closed and cut a money slot in them. Ask each child to come to the front of the class. Have the teacher
write his or her name on the bottom of the carton. Give each child some coins to put in the bank. Make
sure they look you in the eyes and say “thank you.” *Winners save whenever they can.
(Related Lessons: 11 – Goals; 14 – Choices; 20 - Good Habits)

22.

TAKE CARE OF YOUR REPUTATION (It’s Your Most Valuable Asset).
Explain what a reputation is: how other people think of you. Your reputation is based upon your actions;
emphasize that their words and their actions must match. How do you want your friends, relatives and
teachers to think of you? Ask the kids for someone in the news who has a good reputation. Then explain
what an asset is. Of all the things you may have, your reputation should be considered your most valuable
asset. Take extra good care of it. What you do comes back to you (the boomerang effect). It is tough to
clear up a bad reputation - it just seems to stay with you. List some things that go with a good reputation:
being honest; helping others; being polite; having friends who have good reputations; having good habits.
*Winners value a good reputation. Winners develop the good habits to have one.
(Related Lessons: 9 – Bully; 13 – Manners; 14 – Choices; 17 – Peer Pressure; 8 – Listen; 24 – Trust; 29 –
Don’t Swear; 43 – Play by Rules)

23.

MAKE AS MANY FRIENDS AS POSSIBLE – BUT CHOOSE YOUR
FRIENDS CAREFULLY.
Ask the kids why friends are important. They care about you and help you when needed. They are fun to
be around. Good friends don’t gossip or tell your secrets. How do you make good friends? You can make
good friends by being a good listener; by helping others; by being an upbeat person; by being trustworthy.
You can use role-playing to have one or two kids ask another if he or she would like to be friends.
*Winners know how to be a good friend to others.
(Related Lessons: 9 – Bully; 17 – Peer Pressure; 18 –Respect; 24 – Trust; 33 – Settle Differences; 35 –
Compliment)
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24.

DEVELOP TRUST - A MOST PRECIOUS QUALITY.
Bring a blindfold to the class. Ask for two volunteers. Blindfold one child and have the other lead him
around the room so he or she avoids hitting anything. The blindfolded one must put his trust in the other.
Trust is earned by a person’s performance – by how they act in different situations. Someone who is your
friend is someone you can always depend upon, someone you can trust. That’s also the kind of friend you
should be. Talk about how babies and pets are helpless and how they must trust others. *Winners always
behave so others trust them.
(Related Lessons: 9 – Bully; 10 – Never Steal/Truth; 17 – Peer Pressure; 18 –Respect)

25.

CAN "CAN'T" -- TRY "TRY.”
For this topic, bring in a tin can. Take a piece of paper with the word “can’t” printed on it and literally put
it in the can. Stress the negative connotation of the word “can’t.” Then talk about the positive meaning of
the word “try.” Even in situations in which you’re likely to fail, you can still always give it a try. If you do
this, you’ll develop a positive attitude about things you want to accomplish. Ask the kids if they know who
Tiger Woods is. Then ask how they think he approaches every shot in a golf game: thinking he can make
the hole or thinking there is no way he can do it. Ask for volunteers to tell about a time they accomplished
something they thought they couldn’t do, just by trying. * Winners always try.
(Related Lessons: 7 – Strive; 11 – Goals; 19 – Be Your Best; 44 – Hard Work)

26.

GREED BREEDS TROUBLE.
Start by asking the children to define the word "greed," and then ask for examples of it. How do greedy
people hurt others? Ask the children if they also hurt themselves by being greedy. People who are greedy
are usually thinking only of themselves and about getting more for themselves. Being willing to share is
the opposite of being greedy. Ask the class if anyone has ever shared rather than being greedy and how
they felt about it afterward. *Winners share with others.
(Related Lessons: 10 – Never Steal/Truth; 14 – Choices; 18 –Respect; 20 - Good Habits; 24 – Trust)

27.

CHEATERS CHEAT THEMSELVES.
Ask the children how they would feel if they found out someone cheated on their homework or on a test.
Cheating is the same as stealing. Cheating is dishonest and usually involves lying. Cheating might seem
like an easy way to get a good grade, but it does not help you learn what you need to learn. Ask for other
examples of cheating. Give some examples they might not have considered. People who cheat do not have
a good reputation and they are not trustworthy. *Winners always work hard and do their best.
(Related Lessons: 10 – Never Steal/Truth; 12 – Honesty; 14 – Choices; 49 – Do What’s Right)
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28.

BE SMART - DON'T START. JUST SAY NO TO DRUGS, ALCOHOL,
TOBACCO AND HUFFING.
This topic should be revisited throughout the year. Present the discussion in an age appropriate manner.
When in doubt, ask the teacher. Emphasize the "don't even start" aspect. Discuss how choices made over
and over become habits. In the case of drugs, alcohol, and tobacco, habits can become deadly addictions.
Addictions take over the lives of the addicts and hurt their families as well.
Mention other aspects of addiction, such as cost, health effects, the effect on an addict's children, the
possibility of jail. Becoming addicted to tobacco can affect your health. Becoming addicted to drugs or
alcohol can ruin your life in other ways as well. Many schools recognize the third week in October as “Red
Ribbon Week,” which is when they will deliver their anti-drug message. This is an opportunity to
coordinate a topic with your school and/or teachers. *Winners are smart and just don't start. *Winners say
"no" to drugs, alcohol and tobacco.
(Related Lessons: 11 – Goals; 14 – Choices; 17 – Peer Pressure; 20 - Good Habits; 30 – Stay Healthy; 49 –
Do What’s Right)

29.

BE ABOVE SWEARING.
Ask the kids what swearing is, and when people are most likely to swear (when they're angry, frustrated,
etc.). Swearing might seem cool and grownup, but it isn't. Swearing can become a habit, one that damages
your reputation. Ask the class to try to come up with some other words that they might use in such
situations. *Winners don't swear.
(Related Lessons: 14 – Choices; 18 –Respect; 19 – Be Your Best; 20 - Good Habits)

30.

STAY HEALTHY AND PHYSICALLY FIT.
For this topic, emphasize the positive aspects of staying as healthy as possible, rather than concentrating on
specific problems. Keep in mind that although childhood obesity is a problem, so is obsession with losing
weight for some young girls who starve themselves to look thin. Also, this might call unwanted attention to
children in the class who have a weight problem. This topic can be revisited during the year. Ask the
teacher for guidance about addressing weight issues in their classroom.
Keeping healthy and physically fit is a way of treating yourself well. Ask the class why that is so. Have the
children give examples of how they can be healthy and physically fit. Remind them that they should
always try to eat healthy foods, brush their teeth regularly, keep clean, exercise regularly, have good
posture, and follow what their doctor or dentist recommends. Tell them what you do to keep yourself
healthy. Ask the children to pick one healthy food they will eat more of during the next week and one form
of exercise they will try to do every day. In the next session, ask them to report on how they did.
*Winners do what they need to in order to stay healthy and physically fit.
(Related Lessons: 14 – Choices; 19 – Be Your Best; 20 - Good Habits; 28 – Just Say No)
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31.

PROTECT OUR ENVIRONMENT (Reduce, Reuse, Recycle; Never Litter).
This topic is especially relevant around “Earth Day” which is April 22nd. Explain why it is important to
protect our environment. Our earth has a lot of resources, but they will not last forever. If we don’t think
about the future of the earth, changes that are made in our environment now will have lasting negative
effects. Talk about what the three R's mean in this context and give an example of how each one can easily
be done in every household. Reduce: use products that have less packaging that would have to be thrown
in the trash. Reuse: instead of throwing something away, give it to other people who can use it. Recycle:
instead of throwing something into the trash, put it in the recycling bin where its materials will be used to
make something else.
List on the blackboard those things that can be recycled (aluminum, glass, plastic, paper, newspaper), and
those that can be reused (clothes, cars, homes, newspapers, magazines, books, computer equipment). Ask
the class to look around their neighborhood to see if people have littered. Have them pick up trash they see
and put it in the trashcan. This shows respect for their environment. *Winners reduce, reuse, and recycle.
*Winners respect and protect the environment.
(Related Lesson: 14 – Choices)

32.

GOOD GRAMMAR SETS YOU APART.
Other people judge us by the grammar we use. Ask the students why they think good grammar is important
and put their ideas on the blackboard. Add these ideas: proper grammar sounds right; it shows you are
educated; it shows you care about how you sound. Then ask how we learn good grammar. We learn it in
school, but we also learn it from other sources: books, TV and other forms of the media. What we hear on
some TV programs or read in some kinds of books is not necessarily good grammar. Have the children
think of one place other than school that they might be able to hear good grammar (usually on news shows
or in speeches; in a well-written book).
Choose one or two topics of good grammar that are often misused, and present them to the class (when to
use "I" versus "me;" double negatives; the word "ain't.") *Winners always use good grammar.
(Related Lessons: 7 – Strive; 13 – Manners; 18 –Respect; 20 - Good Habits)
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33.

SETTLE YOUR DIFFERENCES PEACEFULLY.
Disagreements come up frequently in life. Ask children to raise their hands if they have ever had a
disagreement with someone. Have them think to themselves about how that disagreement was settled.
Then ask them for suggestions about how a winner might settle that same disagreement. Write their
suggestions on the board. Make sure to include: listen carefully to the other person's reasons; rethink their
own position; look for more information; agree to compromise (explain if necessary); decide the issue is
not really that important. Always try to find a middle ground in any disagreement and think before you
speak or act. Even if you can't come to an agreement, you can decide just to forget about it and get on with
life.
Try role playing: pick a topic and have two kids take opposite sides with the goal of coming up with a winwin outcome. *Winners look for ways to settle differences peacefully. *Winners always try to choose winwin solutions to disagreements.
(Related Lessons: 9 – Bully; 14 – Choices; 18 –Respect; 24 – Trust; 49 – Do What’s Right)

34.

"I WILL" IS MORE IMPORTANT THAN "IQ."
Being intelligent is something to be admired. We need to have smart people in our world to come up with
good ideas that make our lives healthier and happier. But not everyone can be the smartest in class. Other
children have qualities that are to be admired and that are needed to have a healthy and happy world. Have
the students suggest some of those qualities and write them on the board. Include such things as being
helpful, being practical, having a good sense of humor, being thoughtful of others. Suggest that they think
about kids they know who have some of these other qualities.
Discuss some people from current events or from history who are known for being intelligent and others
who are known for other qualities. Both groups of people are equally important and to be admired. It is
important to develop your own best qualities to become the best you can be in your life. *Winners work
hard and become the best they can be in life.
(Related Lessons: 7 – Strive; 11 – Goals; 12 – Honesty; 19 – Be Your Best; 25 – Can/Try)
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35.

COMPLIMENT - DON'T CRITICIZE.
This topic is important and can be revisited. Start off the class by paying a sincere compliment to the
teacher. This might be about how well-behaved the class is or how inviting the classroom looks. Ask the
children how they think that made the teacher feel. Explain that it also made you feel good to be able to
share that compliment with the teacher.
Have each child take a turn paying a compliment to the child sitting next to him or her. Make sure each
child has a chance to pay a compliment and to receive a compliment. Ask the children how they felt about
receiving a compliment. Did they also feel good about giving a compliment? If they had to give or receive
a criticism, would they feel the same way? Make sure to stress that criticism can be helpful if it is
delivered in a positive way, and that it should always be accompanied by a compliment. *Winners look for
opportunities to give compliments. *Winners criticize in a kind and helpful way.
(Related Lessons: 13 – Manners; 18 –Respect; 20 - Good Habits; 33 – Settle Differences; 36 – Respect
Differences)

36.

DEVELOP RESPECT FOR CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
This topic builds on an earlier lesson. Remind the children of the Showing Respect Brings Respect session
(topic 18). In this session, introduce the idea of cultural differences. Culture affects many aspects of life,
such as food, dress, language, religious beliefs. One of the principles our country was founded on was the
belief that all people are welcome here if they want to make a better life for themselves and become good
citizens. Since there are so many different ethnic backgrounds in our country, it is important for all of us to
acknowledge and respect that people can have different customs and different points of view.
How can we show respect for other people? We can be sure to listen to what they have to say in a
respectful manner. Ask the children for other ways that we show respect and write them on the board. *
Winners always strive to show respect for all people around them.
(Related lessons: 2 - Magic Words; 13 - Manners Matter; 18 - Showing Respect; 52 - Smile!)

37.

LEARN TO ENJOY THE ARTS.
Discuss what comprises the fine arts and the difference between visual (painting, sculpture, etc.) and
performing arts (music, acting, etc.). Give several examples of each. Ask the class what they think the
purpose of art is; why do humans create art? Art is a creative form of expression and a way to share our
emotional experiences with others.
This is a good topic to use in conjunction with a local community fine arts event. Ask the kids what kinds
of arts programs or classes are available at their school. Ask the teacher as well. Encourage the children to
try out many different arts until they find the one that best suits them. If they practice, they will have the
joy of being able to express themselves creatively. *Winners learn to express themselves creatively.
*Winners enjoy the arts.
(Related Lessons: 5 – TV; 19 – Be Your Best; 45 – Free Time)
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38.

"O" STANDS FOR OPPORTUNITY.
Put a great big letter "O" on the board and let the kids start to guess what it stands for. After a couple of
tries, put the next letter, and continue doing this until eventually someone guesses what the rest of the word
is. Everyone has opportunities in life. Opportunities come through some of the choices that we make
everyday. We can be sure to make choices that help us follow up on the opportunities that are presented to
us.
Ask the kids for some of the opportunities they have in life - opportunities to grow, to learn, to help others,
to get a good education. We can also seek out opportunities, especially if we have set goals and are looking
to achieve them. *Winners seek out and follow opportunities in their lives.
(Related Lessons: 7 – Strive; 19 – Be Your Best; 44 – Hard Work; 45 – Free Time)

39.

DEVELOP GOOD STUDY HABITS.
Discuss this in conjunction with a discussion of good work habits in general. Ask the children what the
difference between work and play is. Both work and play are important. Then ask what their work is.
Their work is to study and to learn, and to do their very best in school.
When working at something, it’s important to use good work habits. For example, they will want to spend
some time before they begin their work to make sure they really understand exactly what it is they have to
do (THINKING). They will need to plan ahead, to read instructions carefully, to make sure they allow
enough time for the task (PLANNING). It pays to take a little extra time to do something well (EFFORT).
Ask if anyone ever had a time when they rushed through something and then had to do it over. That ends
up wasting time. Ask for suggestions for some good study habits they might use. How can they best use
their time from after school to bedtime? List their suggestions on the board and add some others they
might not have thought about. Ask them to try some of the suggestions for a week and report results at the
next session. *Winners develop good study and work habits. *Winners plan ahead so they can do a good
job.
(Related Lessons: 19 – Be Your Best; 40 – Work Habits)
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40.

DO IT NOW OR WRITE IT DOWN.
Discuss this in conjunction with a discussion of good work habits in general. Explain that children and
adults have to keep track of a lot of things. Adults often have to use a plan book or a Palm Pilot so that
they don't forget important things. If they haven't already done so, the kids will soon be using a plan book
in school to help them keep track of homework, tests and important dates. That way, they won't have to use
the excuse, "I forgot." *Winners use tools to help them do their best work. *Winners find ways to
remember important things.
(Related Lessons: 7 – Strive; 11 – Goals; 19 – Be Your Best; 39 – Study Habits; 47 – No Excuses)

41.

"YOUR ADVICE, PLEASE."
Discuss the idea that it is often necessary to seek the advice of others. Seeking advice shows that you know
when you need to have outside information to do or be your best. When asking for advice, be sure to show
respect for the other person and listen carefully to the advice they offer. Asking others for advice can have
another good effect: it can help to develop feelings of trust and togetherness.
Have the children take turns role modeling a situation in which they ask for specific advice about
something to do with school. Some examples might be: When should I do my homework? What is the best
way to study my spelling words? How can I make more friends? *Winners know how and when to ask for
advice. *Winners listen carefully and respectfully to advice when it is given.
(Related Lessons: 2 - Magic Words; 8 – Listen; 18 –Respect; 24 – Trust; 34 – I will/IQ)

42.

LEARN TO FORGIVE.
Discuss the advantages of forgiving someone for something they have done to hurt you. Holding a grudge
does more harm to you than it does to the other person. Sometimes when you forgive another you might
have the opportunity to become friends rather than enemies. Revenge, or getting back at someone for
hurting you, is never a good alternative. If you do something wrong, step up and admit it, then apologize
for it. This gives the other person the opportunity to forgive you.
Have some volunteers role play going up to a classmate to ask for forgiveness, and have others go up to
another and tell them that they no longer hold a grudge against them for something they did. They can also
practice apologizing to someone for something they did wrong. *Winners don't hold grudges. *Winners
forgive others for doing wrong to them. *Winners ask for forgiveness when they have done something
wrong.
(Related Lessons: 9 – Bully; 10 – Never Steal/Truth; 12 – Honesty; 14 – Choices; 18 –Respect)
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43.

PLAY BY THE RULES.
Ask the children to give reasons we have rules. Mention things like control, ground rules, common
understanding. Ask how people might feel when the rules are not being followed or when there are no
rules. Discuss rules in the games we play. Ask what "fair play” in a game means. It means waiting their
turn and following the other rules that apply to that game. Ask who knows how many times you get a
strike before you get struck out in baseball. That is not the only rule in baseball; there are lots of others.
Discuss how we have rules in other parts of our lives, such as at school or at home, and explain that those
rules are there for a reason. Parents and teachers set rules for children; our elected officials set rules for the
people in our society. Everyone has rules he or she must follow. Ask for some examples of rules for kids
at home and at school. Discuss some of the rules and laws grownups have to follow. *Winners follow the
rules. *Winners play fair.
(Related Lessons: 9 – Bully; 14 – Choices; 24 – Trust; 27 – Don’t Cheat; 49 – Do What’s Right)

44.

HARD WORK IS WORTH IT.
This topic should be revisited frequently. Discuss some of the rewards you get when you work hard at
something. This could be related to a job, a hobby or some other project you might have to do. When you
accomplish something that was hard to do, you end up with a good sense of accomplishment and a feeling
of pride in what you have done. For students, this might also mean getting good grades, or getting better
from practicing a sport or a musical instrument.
Ask the children for examples of people who work hard. List some on the board and be sure to include their
teacher. If possible, ask the teacher to tell what he or she had to do to become a teacher. Ask if they still
have to learn more by taking classes and workshops. Have the kids relate a time when they had to work
extra hard at something and how they felt about it afterward. *Winners know that hard work leads to a
sense of accomplishment.
(Related Lessons: 7 – Strive; 11 – Goals; 14 – Choices; 19 – Be Your Best; 45 – Free Time)

45.

MAKE GOOD USE OF YOUR FREE TIME.
This topic should be revisited, especially before the students have an extended break from school. It's also a
great end-of-the-year topic.
Discuss the advantages of having free time. Often we think we won't want to do anything at all if we don't
have to, but that can get boring after just a short time. Ask for examples of activities that kids can do and
list them on the board. Make sure to include things like reading, learning a new hobby, and physical
activities. Also ask what activities waste time. Make sure to mention watching a lot of TV or playing a lot
of computer games. *Winners use their free time well.
(Related Lessons: 6 – Read; 14 – Choices; 19 – Be Your Best; 20 - Good Habits)
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46.

WHEN IN DOUBT, TRY COMMON SENSE.
Ask the children what is meant by common sense. It is knowledge that we have that we didn't necessarily
learn in school. Common sense comes through experience. Sometimes before we make a choice or decide
to do something, it's a good idea to stop and think about what the possible consequences are. If you're not
sure what you should do, sometimes it just takes a bit of extra thought about the situation. Take the time to
think before acting. Use your brain, and you might come up with some good, practical solutions to a
problem.
Give some suggestions and keep them age-appropriate. If it looks like rain, take an umbrella. If you have a
lot of homework, don't go home and start watching TV or playing video games. If someone encourages
you to try smoking or drugs, say no right away and stop hanging around with them. If you know someone
is a troublemaker, stay away from them. Ask for other situations that might require some thought and
common sense. *Winners use common sense to help them make good decisions.
(Related Lessons: 14 – Choices; 20 - Good Habits; 49 – Do What’s Right; 51 – Think First)

47.

DON'T MAKE EXCUSES (Face Up to Your Mistakes).
Ask if there is anyone in the room who has never made a mistake. Everyone makes mistakes. For students,
mistakes might be not finishing homework or forgetting to put it in their backpacks. Ask if anyone has
ever made up an excuse for mistakes like those, and write some examples on the board.
Sometimes making an excuse might appear to be an easy way out for something we did that was wrong.
But usually the excuse is not the total truth and sometimes it can get us into bigger trouble than if we had
just said, "I'm sorry." Impress on the students the importance of taking personal responsibility for their
actions and decisions. This also has to do with making the right choices. You always have the choice of
whether to tell the truth or tell a lie. *Winners never make excuses when they make mistakes. *Winners
take responsibility for their decisions and actions.
(Related Lessons: 12 – Honesty; 14 – Choices; 20 - Good Habits; 44 – Work Hard)
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48.

HAVE A WINNING ATTITUDE.
Ask the class if they have ever heard someone described as an optimist. Get some guesses as to what that
means and then give them a good definition (most classrooms have dictionaries). An optimist is someone
who can find something positive in a bad situation and makes the best of it. Also define the word pessimist.
Use the image of the glass as half full versus half empty to illustrate the difference. What you think about a
particular situation is important. Whether you think you can or you think you can’t – you are always right!
Encourage the children to be optimistic; being optimistic can have a positive effect on a person's health.
Everyone has to face some setbacks in life. Mention some examples of problems that they might have to
face. Someone might have trouble learning to read or have a health problem that makes him or her have to
miss a lot of school. They can still remember that they are winners, and this attitude can help them make
the best of their situation. *Winners always have a positive attitude. *Winners are optimistic and cheerful.
(Related Lessons: 1 – Walk Tall; 11 – Goals; 34 – I will/IQ; 52 – Smile)

49.

DO WHAT YOU KNOW IS RIGHT.
Discuss the idea that life is full of opportunities. Some of those opportunities can get you closer to your
goals and help you be the best that you can be. Other opportunities can lead you into trouble. Give some
examples of those opportunities (such as peers who urge you to cheat, smoke, or shoplift). Keep the
examples age appropriate.
Ask the class for more examples and write some on the board. Make two columns labeled right and wrong.
Point out that they know many kinds of opportunities for getting into trouble. They know what is right and
what is wrong. Encourage them to use their brains to think first and do the right thing. *Winners take time
to stop and think. *Winners do what they know is the right thing to do.
(Related Lessons: 11 – Goals; 14 – Choices; 19 – Be Your Best)

50.

COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS.
This is a good topic to use around the Thanksgiving holiday. Ask the children to take a few minutes to
think about the things they have in their lives for which they can be thankful. Encourage them to include
both large and small things. Then ask for some of their ideas and list them on the board. Include some
things they might have missed, such as their home, the school they attend, their teachers, special skills and
talents they might have, etc. *Winners take the time to be grateful for all the good things they have in their
lives.
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51.

I WISH I HADN'T DONE THAT - THINK FIRST.
Explain the idea of instant gratification - of doing something without thinking. This type of action often
leads to doing things you later wish you hadn't done. You might blurt out something that hurts someone
else's feelings. Sometimes the action might involve taking a risk that just wasn’t worth it. If you think about
it first and ask yourself what the consequences are, you might decide it's just not worth the risk.
Start out with the example of choosing to ride a bicycle without a helmet. What might the consequences
be? Ask the class for other examples from their own lives. *Winners think first.
(Related Lessons: 14 – Choices; 17 – Peer Pressure; 28 – Just Say No; 49 – Do What’s Right)

52.

SMILE! SMILE! SMILE!
When we smile at someone else, they almost always smile back. If we look at someone with a grouchy
expression on our face, there's a good chance that they will act grouchy back to us. Have the children walk
around the room with a smile on their face and ask how that makes them feel. It's hard to stay grouchy
when you're smiling - it feels like it doesn't make sense! Smiling makes you feel happier and being happy
has a good effect on your entire well-being. *Winners smile a lot.
(Related Lessons: 1– Walk Tall; 3 – Shake Hands; 48 – Winning Attitude)
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SCHOOL COORDINATOR RESPONSIBILITIES
Your position as School Coordinator is important. You are the person that the school principal,
the school contact, the classroom teachers and the Winners Walk Tall staff and Character
Coaches rely upon to keep the program running smoothly. Your basic responsibilities are to
coordinate the personnel and program activities at your assigned school, and to report
periodically to the Winners Walk Tall staff.
It's easy if you follow these guidelines:
GET TO KNOW YOUR SCHOOL
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Contact the school principal to determine who will be the school contact.
Get in touch with the school contact to determine when the program will begin, what teachers
will be participating, and what days and times are best.
If needed, ask the school contact if you can make a 10 minute presentation of the program at a
staff meeting before the school year begins.
Get contact information for all teachers.
Keep in touch with the school contact periodically to make sure things are going smoothly.
When Character Coach schedules are determined, share the information with the school contact.
Make sure the person in charge of the music program has a score of the Winners Walk Tall
theme song to be used in school assemblies and activities.
At the end of the year, coordinate any special activities (graduation, other programs) and confirm
that Character Coaches will be returning the following year. Make sure they distribute Teacher
Questionnaires.
Keep in touch with the Winners Walk Tall staff to report any changes in the program at your
school.

GET TO KNOW YOUR CHARACTER COACHES
•
•
•
•
•
•

Call each Character Coach to introduce yourself and exchange contact information.
Encourage them to contact you with any questions, suggestions or concerns.
Distribute the schedule of classes and Character Coaches, including all contact info.
Make sure each Character Coach has been trained and has all necessary materials.
Assist Character Coaches in finding substitutes when needed.
Keep track of your Character Coaches: via weekly email, a school sign-in sheet, or some other
method. Contact the Winners Walk Tall staff for suggestions.

Communication - with the school, with the teachers, with the Character Coaches, and with the
Winners Walk Tall staff – is the key to your success as a School Coordinator as well as to the success
of Winners Walk Tall. Thank you for your participation. Your efforts are greatly appreciated!
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TEACHER QUESTIONNAIRE

We are constantly striving to make the Winners Walk Tall a better program. In order to
accomplish this, we need your comments and suggestions. Please take a few minutes to
complete this questionnaire and return it, using the address or fax number below. Many thanks.
Your name: ________________________________

School: _____________________

Character Coach: ___________________________

Grade: ______

1.

4.

Do you believe the children enjoy the program?
Yes ____
No ____
Do you believe the children learn any "Life Lessons" as a result of the program?
Yes ____
No ____
Do you wish to continue having the program as a part of your classroom?
Yes ____
No ____
What topics do you think should be added, deleted or changed to improve the program?

5.

What topics stand out as being particularly appropriate?

6.

Do you believe the Character Coach is an effective communicator?
Very Effective ____ Effective ____ Not Effective ____

7.

Please suggest how your Character Coach might improve his/her delivery and
presentation.

8.

If you have received any comments from the families of your students, please
summarize them here.

9.

Other comments (use the reverse side if you require more space).

2.
3.

Thank you for helping make Winners Walk Tall more meaningful for everyone.
Please return this questionnaire to Winners Walk Tall, 3921 Pocahontas Ave., Cincinnati, OH
45227, or fax it to 513-561-2550.
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HANDOUT FOR PARENTS

Dear Parent or Guardian:
Along with the usual classroom subjects your child will be taught this year, another subject will
be presented in the classroom. This subject concerns the manners, principles, and ethics that are
part of the lives of all winners.
The program Winners Walk Tall will be presented for a few minutes each week. A Winners
Walk Tall volunteer Character Coach (someone not directly connected with the school) will
present fundamental lessons that help children grow up to become winners in life.
Some of the topics that are discussed in the program are:
MANNERS MATTER
SET GOALS – THEN GO AFTER THEM
READ, READ, READ – TO SUCCEED
BE SMART – JUST DON’T START
LEARN TO ENJOY THE ARTS
DON’T BE A BULLY
Please take the opportunity to ask your child about Winners Walk Tall and discuss the various
topics with him or her. The goal of our program is to supplement what the children learn at
home, at school, and elsewhere. For further information, you can also visit our website at
http://www.winnerswalktall.org.
Your comments about Winners Walk Tall are welcome. Please contact us at 513-561-2550, or
ask your child’s teacher for more information.
Thank you!
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WINNERS WALK TALL
PARENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Please give us your frank comments about Winners Walk Tall. We would especially appreciate any
suggestions that you might have about how we could improve the program.

1. Do you know about Winners Walk Tall?
Yes_________

No_________

2. Does your child talk about what he or she is learning in the program?
Yes_________

No_________

3. Is your child enthusiastic about Winners Walk Tall?
Yes_________

No_________

4. Do you believe your child is benefiting from the program?
Yes_________

No_________

5. Do you believe the program should be continued?
Yes_________

No_________

6. Please list any topics that stand out as especially helpful or not helpful.

7. Please share any other comments or suggestions. Use the back of this form if you need
additional space.

Many thanks for your comments! Please return this form to your child’s teacher.

Date _____________________
School____________________
Grade____________________
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WINNERS WALK TALL
STUDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

We are constantly striving to make Winners Walk Tall a better program. In order to accomplish
this, we need your comments and suggestions. Please take a few minutes to complete this
questionnaire and return it to your teacher. Your input is important. Thank you!
Your name: _____________________

School: _____________________

Teacher: _______________________

Grade: ______

1.

Did you enjoy the Winners Walk Tall program?
Yes ____
No ____

2.

Did you learn any "Life Lessons" as a result of the program?
Yes ____
No ____

3.

Would you like to be a part of the program again next year?
Yes ____
No ____

4.

What topics do you think should be added, deleted or changed to improve the program?

5.

What topics stand out as being particularly helpful?

6.

Please give us your ideas for improving the program.

7.

Do you believe your life is better off as a result of being part of Winners Walk Tall?
Please tell us how.

8.

Do you discuss the program with your family and friends?

Thank you for helping make Winners Walk Tall more meaningful for everyone.
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WINNERS WALK TALL
TOPICS BY THE CALENDAR
Choice of topics to be presented and in what order is up to the Character Coach after consultation
with the teachers. Some of the topics fit in nicely at the start of the program, and others blend in
as special events and holidays appear on the calendar.
Here are a few suggestions to consider:
Start the program with the basics:
“Walk Tall With A Smile”
“Magic Words”
“Shake Hands”
“Read To Succeed”
“TV Is A Time Waster”
For a brief review early in the year: “Strive To Be A Winner”
Columbus Day (2nd Monday in October): "Set Goals - Then Go After Them"
Red Ribbon Week (3rd Week in October): Any topic with an anti-drug message
Thanksgiving (last Thursday in November): "Count Your Blessings"
Martin Luther King Day (3rd Monday in January): "Be The Best That You Can Be"
Lincoln's Birthday (February 12): "Read, Read, Read To Succeed"
Valentine's Day (February 14): "Make As Many Friends As Possible"
Washington's Birthday (February 22): "Never, Ever Steal And Always Tell The Truth"
Earth Day (April 22): "Protect Our Environment"
Mother's Day (2nd Sunday in May): "Showing Respect Brings Respect," "What May I Do For
You?"
School or Local Community Arts Event: "Learn To Enjoy The Arts"
Last Session: "Make Good Use Of Your Free Time"
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WINNERS WALK TALL
SUGGESTED SUMMER PROGRAM FOR WINNERS
Here are some ideas about how to spend your “FREE TIME” this summer. These ideas are
based on some of the Winners Walk Tall topics we discussed this year.
•

Limit your TV time.

•

Read every day. Visit the library often.

•

Make a list of daily/weekly chores for yourself - and then do them with a smile.

•

Ask the question "What can I do for you?" at least once a day. Then do it.

•

Do at least one good deed every day.

•

Recycle something every day. Get in the habit of picking up litter and putting it in its
place. Clean up the litter in your neighborhood.

•

Shake hands with someone every day, look him/her in the eyes with a smile, and call
him/her by name.

•

Practice walking tall with a smile.

•

Work on using good manners. Watch others and ask for advice.

•

Do chores for someone at least once a week. Put any money earned in your bank.

•

Give someone a compliment every day.

•

Use the magic words “PLEASE” and “THANK YOU” often.

And here are a few things NOT to do this summer.
•

Waste your “FREE TIME.”

•

Get into trouble.

•

Make excuses for your bad behavior.
HAVE A GREAT SUMMER. . .
HOPE TO SEE YOU IN THE FALL!
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WINNERS WALK TALL
WORDS TO THE THEME SONG
1.

You can always tell a winner
cause winners always try.
He might be a beginner,
but he won’t let the chance go by.
It’s not what you get, it’s what you give
that tells the story of how you live.
Winners walk tall,
they never think small,
the heart of a winner is in all of you,
so listen and learn,
make your world turn
and you’ll never fall,
winners walk tall.

2.

Remember ‘please’ and ‘thank you’,
it’s not hard to be polite.
take the task set before you,
and take the time to do it right.
try to compliment, not to criticize,
see yourself grow in someone else’s eyes
CHORUS.

3.

Remember who your friends are,
the ones who really help.
but even more important
is being loyal to yourself.
sometimes the choices get harder as you grow,
there’s a time to say ‘yes’ and a time to say ‘no’.
Oh, winners walk tall,
they never think small,
the heart of a winner is in all of you.
so listen and learn,
make your world turn,
and you’ll never fall,
winners walk tall.

- Russell Walden
Winners Theme Song, September, 2002
Score available from the website, (www.winnerswalktall.org) or upon request
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WINNERS WALK TALL

Congratulations!
________________________________________

On your successful completion of

WINNERS WALK TALL
2006/2007

____________
Your Character Coach

A printable version of this certificate can be downloaded from our website:
http://www.winnerswalktall.org
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Handouts

Our mission is to develop today’s youth into tomorrow’s
WINNERS through a character-building program
that teaches fundamental values and life-changing skills.

www.winnerswalktall.org
info@winnerswalktall.org
513-561-2550
© Copyright 1999 – Winners Walk Tall

Winners Walk Tall Presents . . .

WALK TALL WITH A
SMILE!

Wow! What a wonderful idea!
WINNERS appear to be taller than they really are because they never slouch.
WINNERS smile and never scowl. WINNERS are easily identified by their walks.
They walk tall, look important and always have a smile.
When you smile, others smile in return. Try it! Sometimes a smile even brings out
a response such as “Hello.”
When WINNERS walk tall with a smile, they also walk fast and appear to have a
purpose. When you walk tall with a smile, you look “successful”. When you walk
tall with a smile, others notice you and are attracted to you. WINNERS attract
WINNERS.
When you walk tall with a smile, you show that you, indeed, are a WINNER. How
easy it is to be a WINNER.
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WALK TALL WITH A SMILE!
Be friendly!
Be successful!

Be confident!
Be happy!

How do you look when you walk tall with a smile?

Name: _______________________________ is a winner!
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MAGIC WORDS
“Please” and “Thank you” are indeed magic words.
They are magic because they magically make others think the best of
those who use them. As a matter of courtesy, WINNERS always show
respect for others. This respect brings respect in return. “Please,”
“Thank you,” “May I,” “Excuse me,” “Sir,” and “Ma’am” are all
magic words that show respect. Next time, try using “Hello, sir”
instead of just plain “Hello.”
WINNERS stand out because they use magic words whenever they
can. Using magic words is the greatest expression of politeness.
A sure sign of a WINNER is the use of magic words whenever
possible.
Being a WINNER is easy.
Try it. It’s great Fun!!
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MAGIC WORDS
1
3

2
4

5

6

www.CrosswordWeaver.com

ACROSS

DOWN

3 Do you need some ____
carrying that?
5 ____ me for bumping into
you.

1 ____ you for helping me.
2 You're ____!
4 May I ____ have another
cookie?
6 I'm ____ I didn't finish my
chores.

WORD BANK: Excuse, help, please, sorry, thank,
welcome.

Name: ______________________________________ is a winner!
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HOW TO SHAKE HANDS
USE A FIRM GRIP
LOOK PEOPLE IN THE EYES AND
CALL THEM BY NAME - WITH A SMILE!
WINNERS make you feel good right off the bat. How? They shake
your hand with a firm grip, look you in the eyes and call you by name
- all with a smile.
WINNERS always do this. You should, too. It makes you feel good!
Shaking hands is the way you greet people all around the world.
WINNERS shake hands with a firm grip.
WINNERS make eye contact when they shake hands. Their eyes seem
to say, “I’m glad to see you today.”
WINNERS always call people by name - “Sarah, I’m so pleased you
came to the party.” Of course, WINNERS top off the greeting with a
great, big smile that says “I like you.” This style of greeting says, “I
care about you.”
Whether you are greeting someone for the first time or greeting an old
acquaintance, always, always use the ways of a WINNER by shaking
hands with a firm grip, making eye contact and calling the person by
name - all with a smile.
WINNERS practice their greetings.
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HOW TO SHAKE HANDS:
1. Use a firm _______.

2. Look the person in the ________.

3. Call the person by ________.

4. Always have a ___________ on your face.

Name: ______________________________________ is a winner!
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LEARN HOWEVER,
WHENEVER,
WHEREVER YOU CAN!
Learning is perhaps the most important activity in your daily life.
WINNERS learn however, whenever, wherever they can.
How can you learn? You can learn by reading, studying, watching,
thinking, practicing, working, trying and talking to others. You can
learn in lots of ways. You can learn anyhow.
When can you learn? You can learn when you are in school, when
you read, when you listen to others, when you look around, when you
watch educational TV. You can learn during all of your waking
hours. You can learn anytime.
Where can you learn? You can learn at school, at home, at the library,
in the bus or car, in a museum, outdoors walking, anywhere.
WINNERS learn in every possible way, whenever they are awake,
wherever they happen to be. Learning is fun. Learning is rewarding.
Being a WINNER is exciting.
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LEARN HOWEVER, WHENEVER,
WHEREVER YOU CAN!

This week I will learn:
How?

_________________
_________________
_________________

When?

_________________
_________________
_________________

Where?

_________________
_________________
_________________

Name: ______________________________________ is a winner!
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TV IS A TIME-WASTER!
TV is a poor substitute for learning. WINNERS limit their TV time to
educational TV and occasional relaxing TV. “Couch Potatoes” don’t
become WINNERS.
TV is the greatest communicator of all times. It is a shame that
standard TV programs today show crime and other bad aspects of our
society. TV has become a time-waster for many Americans. Kids
who watch too much TV waste valuable time that could, and should,
be spent with far more worthwhile activities. TV “lulls” and “dulls”
the mind.
WINNERS are very selective TV watchers. You should only watch
TV when you have carefully selected the program in advance. How
much better it is to read, to enjoy a recreational activity, to study, to
perform a task, to expand your mind and body, to enter into a family
conversation.
Being a WINNER sometimes takes a lot of willpower. It’s not always
easy. Show your strength and go for it. Be a WINNER.
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TV IS A TIME-WASTER!
I watched TV on:

Number of
Hours

Was It a
TimeWaster?

Monday

_________

________

Tuesday

_________

________

Wednesday

_________

________

Thursday

_________

________

Friday

_________

________

Saturday

_________

________

Sunday

_________

________

Here are some other things I could have done instead:
______________________________________________
______________________________________________

Name: ______________________________________ is a winner!
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READ, READ, READ!
(Read to Succeed)

WINNERS read a lot. Is reading critical to becoming a WINNER?
Absolutely.
Do WINNERS watch TV? Play with their friends? Exercise? Go to
the movies? Goof off? Do chores? The answer is “yes, but
sparingly,” to all of these questions. WINNERS also spend a lot of
time reading. WINNERS know they must “read to succeed”.
Make reading a part of your daily schedule. Get into the habits of
reading the newspaper every day and having a book at your bedside,
Be alert to the periods when you are wasting your time instead of
putting your idle or spare time to good use by reading. Become
familiar with your school and local library. Ask the librarian to help
you choose books on those subjects you find interesting.
It is said that Abraham Lincoln would walk miles to a small library
for books and then read until the wee hours of the morning with only
the light of a candle.
Yes, WINNERS know the secret of “read to succeed.” It’s really fun
and, oh, so gratifying.
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READ, READ, READ!
(Read to Succeed)

Books I have read this month:
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________

Next I want to read about:
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
_______________________________________
Name: ______________________________________ is a winner!
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STRIVE TO BE A WINNER
WINNERS don’t become WINNERS by accident. They work on it.
They strive to be WINNERS by following all of the secrets of success
provided here and elsewhere.
How do you go about striving to be a WINNER? Read and put into
practice all of the ideas presented in this book. Some of the most
important ideas are:
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

work hard
read a lot
limit your TV time
set personal goals
do “what is right”
develop good habits
say ‘NO’ to drugs and alcohol
be honest
use good manners and magic words
avoid peer pressure
greet people properly

Becoming a WINNER is really not that hard. Strive to be a WINNER!
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STRIVE TO BE A WINNER
I want to be a winner!
This week I will:
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

____ Work hard
____ Read a lot
____ Limit TV
____ Set a goal
____ Do what’s right
____ Develop a good habit
____ Use good manners
____ Other________________
_____________________

Name: ______________________________________ is a winner!
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LISTEN TO LEARN LEARN TO LISTEN
WINNERS have learned to listen. WINNERS know there is a
difference between listening and just hearing something. They have
become WINNERS because they have learned to actively listen to
what is going on around them.
Why is it important to actively listen? It is important because you
learn best when you concentrate on what is being said and when your
mind is free of other thoughts. For instance, if you are thinking about
what you are going to say instead of actively listening to what is being
said, you might not take in and comprehend everything the other
person is trying to tell you. You will miss a great opportunity to learn.
You might even miss something that is very important to you.
Another example of a conflict in listening is when you try to listen to
a radio or TV show while reading or writing something. As a result,
neither activity will be done well.
There are habits you can develop to help you become an active
listener. Make eye contact with the person who is speaking. This
shows respect for what they are saying to you. Not giving full
attention to someone who is talking to you is considered very rude.
Don’t interrupt the other person. Think about what they are saying.
Listen carefully until they have finished speaking. Then you can
share your own ideas or ask any questions you might have.
WINNERS are courteous and gain by learning to become active
listeners. Try hard to listen well. You will learn a lot.
Becoming a WINNER is fun and satisfying!
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LISTEN TO LEARN LEARN TO LISTEN

What are some things you can do that show you are
actively listening when someone who is speaking to you?
I can:
________________________________________
I can:
________________________________________
I can:
________________________________________
I can:
________________________________________

Name: ______________________________________ is a winner!
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DON’T BE A BULLY!

(and don’t stand by while someone else is a bully)
Our world is full of bullies. Bullying is saying or doing anything
hostile, anything that hurts another, anything that makes him or her
feel intimidated. Bullying can be physical, verbal, or emotional.
When kids engage in bullying, they can make the lives of other kids
miserable.
Making fun of someone’s dress, appearance or the way they speak are
common forms of bullying. Pushing or shoving someone is another
form of bullying, as is threatening another in any way.
WINNERS don’t bully. WINNERS don’t stand by while someone else
is being a bully.
When WINNERS see someone being threatened in any way, they
immediately report it to a trusted adult.
WINNERS protect those around them from becoming victims of
bullies. Be a real WINNER!
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DON’T BE A BULLY!

(and don’t stand by while someone else is a bully)

Name: ______________________________________ is a winner!
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NEVER, EVER LIE OR STEAL
(Shoplifting Is a Crime)
WINNERS never, ever lie or steal. WINNERS always tell the truth and
respect the property of others.
When someone starts lying, it can become a habit with no thought
ever given as to how the lies might affect others. One lie can easily
lead to another. Remember the story “The Boy Who Cried Wolf”?
The boy lied so much that eventually, when the truth was important,
no one believed him. Liars eventually start believing their own lies
and have difficulty distinguishing truth from falsehood. Liars can
become confused because they might not remember all their lies. A
lie is far harder to remember than the truth.
Stealing is just plain wrong. Stealing is taking or keeping something
that does not belong to you. You have absolutely no right to take
what is not yours. Shoplifting is a form of stealing. Just don’t do it.
Friends who try to talk you into shoplifting are not the kind of friends
you want.
WINNERS show they are honest and can be trusted by always telling
the truth and by always respecting the property of others.
It’s fun being a WINNER!
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NEVER, EVER LIE OR STEAL
(Shoplifting Is A Crime)

Name: ______________________________________ is a winner!
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SET GOALS - THEN GO AFTER THEM
WINNERS set goals for themselves and then lay out a plan to reach
those goals. Goal setting can be fun and it certainly is rewarding.
The goals you set for yourself are goals that you know, with time and
effort, you can achieve. Start with a “to do” list for the day. Expand
this into a “to do” list for the week. You are on your way to making
goal-setting a habit.
Slowly make your goals more demanding, such as, read every day; do
three good deeds every week; get on the honor roll by the end of the
school year; watch no more than one hour of television each day;
earn $25 by the end of the summer vacation; graduate from the sixth
grade, the eighth grade, high school.
Setting goals keeps you focused. WINNERS are focused. WINNERS
set goals - then go after them.
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SET GOALS - THEN GO AFTER THEM

My goal is:
_____________________________________________

The steps I will take to reach my goal are:

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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BE HONEST WITH YOURSELF
WINNERS recognize who they really are. They don’t pretend to be
who they are not.
You are who you are and should be pleased with yourself. Like
yourself the way you are. Don’t fret that someone else may do
something better than you. Always strive to improve and to change
for the better, but don’t pretend to others that you are someone you are
not.
Know yourself. When you know yourself, you have confidence, selfrespect and self-esteem. Think about your strengths and your
weaknesses. Rely on your strengths and improve on your weaknesses.
WINNERS are easy to read and to understand. Other WINNERS enjoy
their company. WINNERS make good friends.
You feel good when you are a WINNER. Being a WINNER puts a
smile on your face.
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BE HONEST WITH YOURSELF

These are the things I do well:
_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________
These are the things I’d like to do better:
_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

_____________________________________________

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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MANNERS MATTER
Yes indeed, manners DO matter.
Manners are the polite behavior that we show to other people.
WINNERS use good manners all the time.
There are all sorts of manners - how you address others, table
manners, how men (boys) treat women (girls), how you treat each
other, how you behave in public, the respect you show to the elderly,
the respect you show to your family and close friends.
People who use good manners can expect people to treat them with
respect. People like being around others who display good manners.
You can develop good manners by just thinking about it. Another
way to learn good manners is to watch others who use good manners.
WINNERS can be spotted by the good manners they use in their
everyday lives. There is really no excuse for bad (or lack of good)
manners.
Good manners are a sure sign that you are indeed a WINNER.
You feel good when you know you are a WINNER.
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MANNERS MATTER
Can you draw a picture of a place setting?
Be sure to include the following: plate,
fork, salad fork, spoon, knife, water glass,
and napkin.

Name: _________________________________ is a winner!
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CHOICES - CHOICES
(Make the Right Ones)
WINNERS, when faced with choices, think carefully, then make the
right ones. WINNERS don’t make rash decisions - they thoughtfully
review their choices and the consequences of each one before making
their selection.
Everyday you will be faced with making choices. Some decisions
will be easy and not very important - what time should you get up in
the morning, which breakfast cereal should you eat, should you wear
the red or blue shirt.
Some decisions are somewhat tougher - should you play after school
or do your homework, should you clean your room or put it off until
later, should you watch TV or read, should you spend your free time
reading or hanging around doing nothing.
Some decisions can make a significant difference in your life - should
you try alcohol, tobacco, drugs or say NO; should you keep the $5.00
bill you found or turn it in; should you report to the teacher that you
watched TV rather than do your homework or lie by saying you were
too sick to do your homework; should you let the gang talk you into
shoplifting or stand up for what you know is right and say NO.
WINNERS face their choices with confidence and conviction and
make the right decisions. Make the right choices - like a real
WINNER.
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CHOICES - CHOICES
(Make the Right Ones)
Choices I made this week:

or

Study hard?

Watch TV?______

___________________

_________________

___________________

_________________

___________________

_________________

___________________

_________________

___________________

_________________

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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WHAT MAY I DO FOR YOU?

The most magical question in the world is “What may I do for you?”
WINNERS ask it all the time.
Why is this question so magical? It shows you care, it shows respect,
it shows your desire to help others. When you ask someone, “What
may I do for you?” it makes that person think you’re wonderful.
He/she will respect you and like you even more. It’s so easy. It’s so
magical. Try it on someone every day and watch the results. You’ll
be amazed at the response.
WINNERS know the magic of the question, “What may I do for you?”
They ask the question often. Why don’t you?
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WHAT MAY I DO FOR YOU?
This week I asked this question:

At home ____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

At school ___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

Other

___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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STAY FAR AWAY FROM GUNS AND KNIVES
WINNERS know that being around guns and knives may bring
heartache and trouble. WINNERS know it is always best to get away,
far away, from any activity where there is a gun or lethal knife
present.
Every day your newspaper reports on people being injured and/or
killed with a gun or a knife. Some of the mishaps are accidental and
some are not. The best way to avoid injury and involvement is to get
away when a gun or knife is around - get out of the area - FAST!
All too often, “gangs” are involved with guns and knives and use
them to settle their differences with others. WINNERS stay away from
“gangs”.
Play it safe—don’t go near anyone carrying a gun or a knife.
WINNERS stay far away from guns and knives.
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STAY FAR AWAY FROM GUNS AND KNIVES

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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PEER PRESSURE–WATCH OUT
(Don’t Do Dares)
WINNERS think for themselves and do only those things that they
know are right. WINNERS do not get pressured into doing what they
know is wrong or questionable because their group or gang forces
those things upon them. When in doubt, say no.
A peer is an equal. Peer pressure is when our so-called pals ask us to
go along with the group. Peer pressure can be good; for example,
encouragement from your friends to study hard for a test. Peer
pressure can also be as bad as daring you to try alcohol, cigarettes,
and pot or even daring you to cheat or steal.
Walk away from gangs or groups that do the activities you know are
wrong. Don’t accept dares and don’t pay attention to taunts. Seek out
friends that have your beliefs. You might be surprised when some of
the “bad” guys/gals ask to join your group.
WINNERS do not do things, because of peer pressure, that they know
are wrong or think may be wrong. WINNERS act independently and
do what is right.
WINNERS attract WINNERS.
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PEER PRESSURE–WATCH OUT
(Don’t Do Dares)
Give some examples of “positive” peer pressure:

 Example: Try to get better grades

 ______________________________________
 ______________________________________
 ______________________________________
 ______________________________________
 ______________________________________
 ______________________________________

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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SHOWING RESPECT BRINGS RESPECT
WINNERS know the old saying, “Do unto others as you would have
them do unto you”. When you show respect to others, they will show
respect to you in return.
How do you show respect? You use good manners. You take into
consideration others’ feelings, desires, likes and dislikes. You try to
please others with whom you come into contact. You “do what is
right” and “play by the rules”. You put the desires of others before
your own. You do it now rather than put it off. You compliment and
don’t criticize.
WINNERS know that when they show respect for others, they will
receive respect in return. Everybody wins.
Try it! See for yourself how this simple idea works magic.
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SHOWING RESPECT BRINGS RESPECT
Tell some ways you can show respect to others:

At home ____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________

At school ___________________________________
___________________________________
___________________________________

Other

___________________________________
___________________________________

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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BE THE BEST YOU CAN BE
WINNERS know themselves. They know their good qualities as well
as their not-so-good. WINNERS do the best they can with their own
abilities and talents.
There will always be others who can perform any given task better
than you. Don’t be jealous. Don’t feel sorry for yourself. You can do
some things better than a lot of other kids. Always work to improve.
You can do this by practicing, studying, reading, thinking, working
hard. When it comes time to perform, don’t resort to cheating, lying,
stealing or being dishonest in an effort to improve, score higher or get
a better grade. Just put your best foot forward and do the best you
can.
WINNERS are proud of their abilities. When it comes time to “do
their stuff,” they always do the best they can with what they have.
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BE THE BEST YOU CAN BE

What Is Your Life's Blueprint? Six months before he was
assassinated, King spoke to a group of students at Barratt Junior
High School in Philadelphia on October 26, 1967.
I want to ask you a question, and that is: What is your life's blueprint?
Whenever a building is constructed, you usually have an architect who draws a blueprint, and that blueprint serves as the
pattern, as the guide, and a building is not well erected without a good, solid blueprint.
Now each of you is in the process of building the structure of your lives, and the question is whether you have a proper, a
solid and a sound blueprint.
I want to suggest some of the things that should begin your life's blueprint. Number one in your life's blueprint should be a
deep belief in your own dignity, your worth and your own somebodiness. Don't allow anybody to make you feel that you're
nobody. Always feel that you count. Always feel that you have worth, and always feel that your life has ultimate
significance.
Secondly, in your life's blueprint you must have as the basic principle the determination to achieve excellence in your
various fields of endeavor. You're going to be deciding as the days, as the years unfold what you will do in life — what your
life's work will be. Set out to do it well.
And I say to you, my young friends, doors are opening to you--doors of opportunities that were not open to your mothers and
your fathers — and the great challenge facing you is to be ready to face these doors as they open.
Ralph Waldo Emerson, the great essayist, said in a lecture in 1871, "If a man can write a better book or preach a better
sermon or make a better mousetrap than his neighbor, even if he builds his house in the woods, the world will make a beaten
path to his door."
This hasn't always been true — but it will become increasingly true, and so I would urge you to study hard, to burn the
midnight oil; I would say to you, don't drop out of school. I understand all the sociological reasons, but I urge you that in
spite of your economic plight, in spite of the situation that you're forced to live in — stay in school.
And when you discover what you will be in your life, set out to do it as if God Almighty called you at this particular moment
in history to do it. Don’t just set out to do a good job. Set out to do such a good job that the living, the dead or the unborn
couldn't do it any better.
If it falls your lot to be a street sweeper, sweep streets like Michelangelo painted pictures, sweep streets like Beethoven
composed music, sweep streets like Leontyne Price sings before the Metropolitan Opera. Sweep streets like Shakespeare
wrote poetry. Sweep streets so well that all the hosts of heaven and earth will have to pause and say: Here lived a great street
sweeper who swept his job well. If you can't be a pine at the top of the hill, be a shrub in the valley. Be the best little shrub
on the side of the hill.
Be a bush if you can't be a tree. If you can't be a highway, just be a trail. If you can't be a sun, be a star. For it isn't by size
that you win or fail. Be the best of whatever you are.
— From the estate of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
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DEVELOP GOOD HABITS
AVOID BAD HABITS
WINNERS have a long list of good habits. They are always adding to
and changing their list of good habits. WINNERS also take note of
any habits they believe should be avoided or changed to make them
better people.
What are some good habits on which to work? Make your own list,
but here are a few ideas.
•
using good manners
•
keeping clean and washing your hands before every meal
•
using the magic words as often as possible
•
greeting people properly
•
reading every day
•
listening carefully
•
setting goals for yourself
•
sitting up straight
Are these some bad habits you need to work
on?
•
watching too much TV
•
trying to study in front of the TV
•
not picking up your room or work area
•
wearing dirty clothes
•
interrupting someone who is speaking
WINNERS are continually working on habits by developing good
habits and getting rid of bad ones.
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DEVELOP GOOD HABITS
AVOID BAD HABITS

or

___________________

_________________

___________________

_________________

___________________

_________________

___________________

_________________

___________________

_________________

___________________

_________________

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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START SAVING EARLY
(Save Early and Often)

WINNERS develop the habit of saving early and often. WINNERS like
the comfortable feeling of living within their means, continually
putting money away for that “rainy day” or for that something special.
WINNERS know that a little saved here and there can result in a large
sum in the future. WINNERS get into the habit of saving instead or
spending. WINNERS often ask themselves the question, “Do I really
need that?” or “Can I do without that?”
WINNERS understand that money put in a bank earns money (yes, it
really does multiply) and that money borrowed from a bank (a loan)
shrinks.
WINNERS save early and often.
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START SAVING EARLY
(Save Early and Often)

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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TAKE CARE OF YOUR REPUTATION
(It’s Your Most Valuable Asset)

WINNERS have spotless reputations and they keep them that way.
Your reputation is how others think of you. It is the answer to the
question: “What kind of person are you?” Your reputation is growing
and changing every day.
Your reputation includes traits such as intelligence, likes and dislikes,
hobbies, interests—but also includes the traits of honesty,
trustworthiness, helpfulness, politeness.
It can take very little to put a blot on or to tarnish your reputation.
You must be extremely careful to avoid even that one mistake, such as
telling a lie, that would be a black mark on an otherwise fine
reputation. You spend your entire life building an outstanding
reputation. You should protect it by “doing what you know is right.”
Likewise, the reputation of someone else can be irreparably harmed
when they are gossiped about. Gossip is information about another
that is often exaggerated or completely untrue. Don’t be a part of
gossip - gossiping can damage the reputation of others.
WINNERS go out of their way not only to protect their reputations, but
also to improve them. WINNERS also are careful to protect the
reputations of others.
Isn’t it easy to be a WINNER?
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TAKE CARE OF YOUR REPUTATION
(It’s Your Most Valuable Asset)

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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MAKE AS MANY FRIENDS AS POSSIBLE
(But Choose Your Friends Carefully)
Friends surround WINNERS. Why? Because they like the feeling of
being in the company of good friends - friends they can trust, friends
they can have fun with, friends they can rely on.
WINNERS make a lot of friends, but they choose them very carefully.
They make sure that the friends they choose are “good” friends. A
good friend is someone who will keep a secret, someone to talk to
when something especially good has happened to you, someone you
can call when you are sad or in trouble. Good friends never take
advantage of each other.
How do you make good friends? You make good friends by being
honest and caring, by being a good listener, by being fun to be around,
by smiling a lot, by helping others, by being upbeat. You can never
have too many good friends.
Make an effort to be friendly. If you “do what is right,” you will
attract those kids who have the same high standards you have. When
you treat your friends with trust and respect, they will treat you that
way and stay friends with you.
WINNERS make and keep good friends. Give it a try.
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MAKE AS MANY FRIENDS AS POSSIBLE
(But Choose Your Friends Carefully)

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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DEVELOP TRUST A MOST PRECIOUS QUALITY
WINNERS know how satisfying it feels to trust someone and to have
that person trust them in return.
Trust must be earned. Trust is earned by being a good friend, by
keeping secrets, by being dependable, by doing what you said you
were going to do, by caring about the feelings of others, by being
thoughtful, by being honest, by settling your differences peacefully.
When you trust others, you know
you can rely on them to help you
when you need them. You know
they won’t tell your secrets. Trust
and reputation go hand in hand.
WINNERS can be trusted. Do your
best, always, to develop trust like a
true WINNER. It gives you a great
feeling.
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DEVELOP TRUST A MOST PRECIOUS QUALITY

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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CAN “CAN’T” - TRY “TRY”
WINNERS avoid using the word “can’t.” Instead, they replace it with
the word “try.”
Think of it this way: WINNERS put the word “can’t” in a can with the
lid on. They always use the word “try” instead.
“Can’t” is a negative word. If you already think you can’t do
something, you become less likely to do your best at it.
“Try” is a positive word. How much better it is to try something, even
if you fail, than not to try at all. WINNERS do not need to make
excuses because they always “try” to do their best. They have a desire
to be successful.
WINNERS are positive. WINNERS smile and walk tall. WINNERS
can “can’t” and, in its place, they try “try.”
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CAN “CAN’T” - TRY “TRY”

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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GREED BREEDS TROUBLE

WINNERS know that greed brings trouble.
What is greed? Greed is wanting material things too much. Greed is
wanting what someone else has. Greed is wanting to get your hands
on everything you can. Greed is wanting carried to an extreme.
Jealousy often plays a part in bringing on greed. When you are
jealous of someone for what he or she possesses, it may result in your
desire to own it, too. Jealousy and greed seem to follow each other.
Wanting to get ahead is OK. Wanting to make money is OK.
Wanting to have nice possessions and the latest gadget is OK.
Working hard and working smart so that you will have the
opportunity to make more choices in your life is OK. But others
things are important, too. WINNERS understand that friendship is
important, that developing a sense of self-respect is important, that
caring about others is important.
WINNERS do not let greed and jealousy determine how they live.
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GREED BREEDS TROUBLE

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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CHEATERS CHEAT THEMSELVES

WINNERS don’t cheat, and cheaters don’t win. It is so simple.
WINNERS do the best they can with what they have. They never, ever
cheat to get ahead. WINNERS are not afraid to say, “I don’t know” or
“I’ll go find the answer.”
Cheating can become habit-forming, so just don’t start. When others
know you have cheated, they immediately brand you as someone who
is dishonest. Cheating, lying, stealing are very similar - and all three
come under the heading of dishonesty.
WINNERS never consider cheating as an option. Answering a
question with “I don’t know” is far better than cheating to get the
answer. Don’t worry if you don’t have all of the answers. Nobody
does.

Becoming a WINNER is really very easy and fun.
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CHEATERS CHEAT THEMSELVES

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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BE SMART – DON’T START
JUST SAY “NO” TO DRUGS,ALCOHOL,
TOBACCO AND HUFFING
(Don’t Even Try!)
WINNERS learn at an early age to say NO to a lot of things.
WINNERS believe it’s OK to say NO.
What are some of the things to which you should say NO? Drugs of
all kinds and types, alcohol in any form, tobacco products packaged in
any way, or huffing (breathing fumes). WINNERS say NO. These are
the kinds of thing they don’t even consider trying out.
Smoking and getting high are not examples of cool behavior. If
friends are trying to convince you otherwise, find some new friends
who know how to make better choices.
When you say NO to smoking and getting high, you have taken
another step to becoming a real WINNER. Look for friends who have
your same standards. There are so many out there looking for you.
WINNERS don’t even try drugs, alcohol, or tobacco because they
know that trying is the first step to getting hooked.
Saying NO to these things is a major event in the lives of WINNERS.
Just say NO like a real WINNER.
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BE SMART – DON’T START
JUST SAY “NO” TO DRUGS,ALCOHOL,
TOBACCO AND HUFFING
(Don’t Even Try!)

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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BE ABOVE SWEARING

WINNERS do not swear. How simple. WINNERS find other words to
express themselves besides swear words.
Good writers don’t use swear words. Good speakers don’t use swear
words. WINNERS don’t use swear words. There are other words to
use in place of swear words - words like darn, geez, shoot, duh. Using
swear words and phrases can be habit forming. Replacing swear
words with polite alternatives can be equally habit forming.
WINNERS use polite words instead of swear words. Why not start to
cut out all swear words now? Once you get in the habit, the polite
words will start coming to mind automatically.
You can raise yourself above the crowd by replacing swear words
with polite words. What an easy way to become a WINNER!
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BE ABOVE SWEARING

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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STAY HEALTHY AND PHYSICALLY FIT
WINNERS stay healthy and physically fit. They know their minds
cannot be sharp if their bodies are not fit.
How do you stay fit? You stay fit by exercising; by eating the right
foods; by keeping active; by getting enough sleep; by walking tall
with a smile. These activities should be developed into your daily
habits.
Your health is perhaps the single most important ingredient in
determining your future happiness and success. Be extra careful to
take care of your health. Staying fit is the best road to good health.
WINNERS develop good habits to insure that they stay fit.
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STAY HEALTHY AND PHYSICALLY FIT

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT

(Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Never Litter)
WINNERS care for their surroundings. They always make thoughtful
decisions to protect their environment (what is around them). They
recycle everything that can be recycled, and they never litter.
What are some of the ways you can protect the environment? You
can protect the environment by not littering; by picking up other
people’s careless litter; by recycling aluminum cans, newspapers,
glass, magazines; by not polluting our air or our rivers, streams, lakes
and oceans; and by using products that have been recycled.
You can also protect the environment by reducing the amount of
waste you generate, and by reusing such things as paper, clothes,
books and magazines. One goal you can set for yourself is to reduce
to a minimum the amount of trash you generate.
WINNERS pay special attention to the environment, because they
realize that this is the only earth we have. That’s why it’s so
important.
WINNERS recycle and don’t litter.
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PROTECT THE ENVIRONMENT

(Reduce, Reuse, Recycle and Never Litter)

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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GOOD GRAMMAR PAYS OFF
WINNERS always try to use good grammar. Since others judge you
by the grammar you use, make every effort to use correct English and
good grammar.
You can learn good grammar by paying close attention in school.
You can also learn by listening carefully to those who use good
grammar - your teacher, your minister or rabbi, your parents, some
TV personalities, such as newscasters. One of the very best ways to
learn “good English” is to read, READ, READ. Newspapers and
magazines can be counted on to use proper English - but be careful to
recognize slang and improper English when it is used for emphasis. It
is not cool to use bad grammar and slang.
Limit your use of “like” and “you know” and other such phrases. Be
sure to say “I’d rather not go, thank you” than “I ain’t going.” Notice
that proper English includes magic words whenever possible. Think
before you speak to give yourself a little more time to put together the
right words. Another way of saying this is, “Always use your brain
before you use your mouth.”
WINNERS work hard to learn proper English and good grammar.
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GOOD GRAMMAR PAYS OFF

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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SETTLE YOUR DIFFERENCES PEACEFULLY

We all have differences with another person every now and then.
That’s usually because we have different opinions about something.
We might think our opinion is definitely the right one, which means
the other person’s has to be wrong. The other person might be
thinking the same thing.
When you have a disagreement with someone, take time to think
about it; then talk about it together. Try to come up with a solution
that meets the needs of both parties involved. Each person might have
to give in a little, but the outcome can still be a positive one for both.
It’s easy to just fight and argue about something; it takes more thought
to figure out a better way to solve the problem. WINNERS don’t settle
their differences with fighting.
Settling differences with fighting can eventually lead to more than
yelling, using fists, or pushing and shoving. In the extreme, it can
lead to using knives and guns.
WINNERS have disagreements, too, but they always try their best to
settle their differences with logic and reason.
WINNERS find it satisfying to settle their differences peacefully.
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SETTLE YOUR DIFFERENCES PEACEFULLY

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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“I WILL” IS MORE IMPORTANT
THAN “IQ”

WINNERS get into the good habit of saying, “I will.” Cooperating
with and helping others makes you a real WINNER. Being smart
(having a high IQ) does not automatically bring success and
happiness. Even people who are very smart have to work hard to
become successful. They too have to say “I will do my best.”
Each individual has his/her level of “smarts.” If you are not among
the smartest in your class, don’t waste your time being jealous of
others who seem smarter. Make sure you are always working as hard
as you can to succeed.
Always do the best you can. If you concentrate on how you can
always be and do your best, if you often say, “I will,” you will also be
a WINNER.
WINNERS always take the path of “I will.”
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“I WILL” IS MORE IMPORTANT
THAN “IQ”

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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COMPLIMENT – DON’T CRITICIZE
WINNERS know that others love to receive a compliment, when it is
given in a sincere manner. It can make them feel good about
themselves or about something they have accomplished.
If people love to receive sincere compliments, why not oblige them?
It’s so easy. Find something to compliment them about. “You look
great today.” “I love your dress.” “That was a good answer to the
question.” “You’re an excellent soccer player.”
When you sincerely compliment someone, he or she is very apt to
compliment you in return—and this will make you feel good, too.
Everybody wins. Everybody is a WINNER.
Criticism for no reason helps no one, but sometimes it’s necessary to
criticize someone for his or her own good. When you believe
someone needs helpful criticism, first give him or her a sincere
compliment, and then deliver your criticism in a kind way. “Your
skirt looks great, but I think it might look better with a blue blouse.”
Always compliment before you criticize. And always be sincere.
WINNERS compliment a lot. Find something nice to say to everyone.
It’s fun to give compliments.
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COMPLIMENT – DON’T CRITICIZE

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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SHOW RESPECT FOR CULTURAL DIFFERENCES
WINNERS understand that, more and more, our society has become a
global one. A global society means that our world has many people
who come from different ethnic heritages. Different heritages
mean different languages, different races and different cultures.
Culture affects many aspects of life - the way we dress, the foods we
eat, the kinds of religion we practice. These differences can make our
society a lot more interesting and exciting. Look for opportunities to
get to know people from other cultures and to understand your own.
Ask your parents to tell you more about your own heritage. Check to
see if there are any ethnic fairs in your area, where you will have an
opportunity to find out more about another culture, to sample their
foods, to listen to their music, to see the way they dress. Participate in
multicultural programs at school or ask your teacher to start one, if
there aren’t any. Getting to know someone from another background
can make our global society seem less intimidating.
WINNERS understand that cultural differences are valuable and to
be respected. WINNERS show interest in other people by asking them
thoughtful
questions about their culture. WINNERS share information about their
own culture with others so they can get to know each other.
WINNERS know that we can all learn something from each other.
WINNERS show respect for people of other cultures by valuing their
opinions and by listening carefully to their views on subjects.
WINNERS show respect for other people's feelings.
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SHOW RESPECT FOR CULTURAL DIFFERENCES

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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LEARN TO ENJOY THE “ARTS”
WINNERS learn to enjoy the “Arts” and include them in their daily
lives. WINNERS know that appreciation for the “Arts” can add a
great deal to their enjoyment of life.
What are the “Arts”? The “Arts” include music, sculpture, painting,
writing, some movies, architecture, crafts, opera, ballet, theater, and
more. Where do you find the “Arts”? You will find it at school
(music programs, art displays, plays); at the theater (plays, concerts,
dramas, musicals, ballets, operas); at fairs (crafts, art). Banks and
other office buildings often display art. Look around you as you go
from place to place to see if you can spot any “Art”.
The more you look for and find “Art” in your surroundings, the more
you will come to appreciate it. Including the “Arts” in your daily life
will expand your horizons. You may feel motivated to develop such a
talent in yourself. Go for it! Even as a hobby, creative expression
will enrich your life.
WINNERS have learned to enjoy the “Arts.” Look and listen - start
now.
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LEARN TO ENJOY THE “ARTS”

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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“O” STANDS FOR OPPORTUNITY

Kids in school today have more opportunities than ever before.
WINNERS try to take advantage of every opportunity that comes their
way.
What are some of the opportunities that you have? You have many
opportunities to learn - such as reading, listening to your teachers,
learning from your parents, watching only “educational” TV, and
doing all of your studies. You have many opportunities to grow and
mature - helping your parents, doing chores for others and saving the
money you earn, not wasting your free time, and “playing by the
rules.”
Be sure you don’t waste your opportunities. WINNERS try to make
the most of all their opportunities. Never forget that the big “O”
stands for opportunity.
WINNERS try not to pass up any big “O”s.
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“O” STANDS FOR OPPORTUNITY

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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DEVELOP GOOD STUDY HABITS

As a student, doing well in school is your job; it is your work.
Therefore, it is important for WINNERS to develop the good study
habits that will help them accomplish their goals: to stay in school
and graduate from high school so that they can do what they want in
the future.
Make sure you have a place to study, one that is quiet enough that you
can concentrate on what you are doing. Good study habits can be
learned. WINNERS know that these are the tools that will help them
do well in school. Find out what methods can be used to memorize
facts that are important (flash cards, repetition, etc.). Ask your
parents or teacher for suggestions. Try several so you can figure out
what works best for you.
When you are faced with a school assignment, first develop a plan as
to how you will complete it. Take homework as an example. If you
are faced with a big homework assignment, the first thing you might
do is read it carefully to make sure you understand what is being
called for. If you don’t understand, ask someone else for advice or
information. That might be a classmate, a parent, or your teacher.
Figure out how long you think it will take to finish, and whether you
need to get any other information before you start. Make an outline of
the other steps you will to finish, and get started without delay.
Making good study habits a habit can make simple assignments get
done quickly, and harder assignments go a lot more smoothly.
WINNERS value good study habits!
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DEVELOP GOOD STUDY HABITS

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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DO IT NOW OR WRITE IT DOWN

WINNERS don’t have to use the excuse, “I forgot.” As part of their
good work habits, they develop a method for remembering important
things – a method that works well for them.
A common method would be to write it down somewhere they will be
sure to see it. That way, if they have an obligation to fulfill, and they
can’t or don’t do it right away, they will not forget about it.
For example, in school, you are given assignments that are to be done
at home. If you know you have a tendency to forget about when
something is due, find a way to make sure you will remember. Get a
plan book and write down your assignments. Make sure you are also
using your good study habits to plan ahead and get all the information
you need.
Likewise, if you promised a friend that you will do something, and
you can’t take care of it right away, you might need to write it down
so that you can be sure to remember. WINNERS can be trusted to do
what they say they are going to do. That’s part of being a good friend
and a trustworthy person.
WINNERS get into the habit of doing it now or writing it down. This
is an excellent habit for you to practice. Start now.
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DO IT NOW OR WRITE IT DOWN

Name: __________________________________ is a winner!
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YOUR ADVICE, PLEASE
WINNERS often ask others for advice. WINNERS often talk to others
before making important decisions. They know they can benefit from
advice from others.
No one has all the answers. Even people in important positions ask
those who work with them for their ideas and opinions. Presidents of
corporations rely on their vice presidents. Generals rely on their
lieutenants. School principals rely on their teachers.
Never be hesitant to ask others for their ideas and opinions. It is part
of gathering information while you are forming your own. You
should rely on your parents, your teachers, and your “good” friends to
help you make decisions and to give you advice when needed.
Talking things over and discussing with others is a great way to learn.
WINNERS often consult others for their ideas and advice.
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YOUR ADVICE, PLEASE

Name: ______________________________________ is a winner!
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LEARN TO “FORGIVE”
There are times when each of us does something, often not
intentional, that hurts others. WINNERS learn to forgive. WINNERS
forgive, and then also try to forget.
Especially when they are angry, people have a tendency to do and say
things that they really do not mean. Sometimes people will do or say
something against someone else to protect someone they love or
respect.
WINNERS make every effort to give the benefit of the doubt to
someone who has done something against them. Whether or not the
other person apologizes, WINNERS do not hold a grudge. WINNERS
forgive the other person, in their hearts as well as in front of other
people, so they can get on with working toward their own goals.
Good things seem to come to those who forgive.
Be a real WINNER and learn to “forgive.”
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LEARN TO “FORGIVE”

Name: ______________________________________ is a winner!
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“PLAY BY THE RULES”

WINNERS “Play by the rules.” You too will be a lot happier “playing
by the rules”.
We have rules in many areas of our lives. Who makes the rules?
Your parents make some rules: “You must do your homework before
you can play.” Your teachers make some rules: “Raise your hand and
be called on before talking.” Our society has many rules: “Stealing is
a crime;” “Come to a complete stop at a stop sign;” “File your tax
return by April 15th.” You use rules when you play games with your
friends: “Three strikes and you are out.”
Rules are important. They prevent confusion and chaos. They
provide safety and peace of mind. Try to imagine what it would be
like if we had no rules. Play a game that has no rules at all sometime
and see if it is fun. WINNERS respect the need for rules.
WINNERS learn the rules that pertain to them, and then play by those
rules. It is easier to “play by the rules” than to break the rules and
worry about the consequences.
“Playing by the rules” is easy and rewarding.
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HARD WORK IS WORTH IT
WINNERS become WINNERS as a result of hard work. Kids with
ordinary talents become WINNERS by working hard.
Working hard can be fun, satisfying and exciting. You can make hard
work into a game by setting a goal, and then working hard to achieve
that goal as quickly as possible. Successfully meeting a goal can be
very satisfying.
Many famous people overcame being average by hard work. The
greatest basketball player of all time could not make his high school
team. A man known for his genius in the field of science had
difficulty with basic arithmetic. The list goes on. Hard work not only
made them into great successes in their fields - it made them
WINNERS.
There really is no substitute for hard work. Hard work is required to
become a WINNER.
Hard work can be fun. Hard work can be habit-forming. Hard work
can make you a WINNER.
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MAKE GOOD USE OF YOUR FREE TIME
WINNERS make good use of their free time. Be a WINNER yourself make good choices on how you spend your free time.
Free time is any time during your waking hours that is not taken up
with studying, working and personal activities. This is the “extra”
time that you may use to choose your own activity. Choose that
activity wisely. Plan in advance just how you are going to spend your
free time. Some of your choices might include reading, exercising,
taking a nature walk, going to the library, doing a chore for someone,
playing, practicing to improve at something, working on a project, or
doing something creative.
Making good use of your free time will soon become habit-forming
and such great fun!
Some of the activities that fall into the category of wasting your free
time include watching “junk” TV, getting into trouble with the
“wrong” group of people, or just doing nothing.
WINNERS have a real sense of accomplishment after a project has
been completed. Free time is very precious. Use it wisely.

WINNERS always make good use of their free time.
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WHEN IN DOUBT, TRY COMMON
SENSE

WINNERS often rely on common sense in making decisions. Too
many decisions are made quickly without the benefit of the old
standby, common sense. Common sense develops as a result of our
experiences. That’s why adults are often a good source of advice
about everyday things – they have learned common sense through
their own experiences over the years.
To use a simple example, if you’re wearing something brand new, and
it looks like it’s going to rain, bring an umbrella with you when you
head outside. If you are always rushing to get to school on time in the
morning, try setting your clock for fifteen minutes earlier.
You are faced with decisions every day. Some are very easy, some
not so easy. Before you make your decision, hesitate for a moment
and reflect on it. Weigh the alternatives, and then throw in a measure
of common sense. Chances are you will end up making a good
choice.
People often refer to getting a feeling in the “pit” of their stomachs
about something, as if their bodies are trying to tell them that
something they are about to do is not the best choice for them. If this
happens to you, you may want to stop and think, “Am I using
common sense?” or “Is this really the right choice?”
WINNERS often say: “When in doubt, try common sense.”
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DON’T MAKE EXCUSES
(Admit Your Mistakes)

WINNERS don’t make excuses. WINNERS admit their mistakes.
They are comfortable with themselves.
No one in this world is perfect. Everyone, from time to time, makes
mistakes. How refreshing it is to hear someone say “It was my fault.”
or “I did it.” rather than “You made me do it,” or “It couldn’t have
been my fault,” or “Joe told me to do it,” or, even worse, “The gang
pressured or dared me to do it.”
When you make a mistake, admit it quickly, say “I’m sorry” and go
on. Don’t stop to think up a reason for your mistake. Don’t blame it
on someone or something else. WINNERS admit their mistakes and
don’t make excuses. WINNERS are stronger because of this.
Admitting your mistakes and shortfalls may not be easy. It sometimes
takes real backbone. The good side of admitting a mistake is that
afterward you can either try to fix your mistake or, if that’s not
possible, move on, knowing that you have learned from the
experience. Since you have not lied or made an excuse, you can be
proud of the way you handled yourself. You acted like a WINNER.
WINNERS are honest with themselves and others when they make a
mistake. WINNERS don’t make excuses. WINNERS face up to their
mistakes.
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(Admit Your Mistakes)
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HAVE A WINNING ATTITUDE
WINNERS always have a winning attitude. WINNERS go around
wearing a smile. WINNERS think positively.
Attitude is perhaps the single most important factor in your personal
development. It is more important than “smarts.” It is more
important than “looks.” It is more important than “background.” It is
more important than where you live and go to school.
When you have a good and positive attitude, others want to be with
you. You feel good. You feel confident. You look and act like a
WINNER. You make friends easily. People want to be on your
“team.”
Kids with a bad or negative attitude turn others away. They often say,
“I can’t” instead of “I’ll try.” These kids don’t attract other kids.
WINNERS use a smile to tell all around them that they have a positive
attitude. Having a good attitude is perhaps the greatest secret to
becoming a real WINNER. Work on your good attitude.
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DO WHAT YOU KNOW IS RIGHT

WINNERS take time to stop, to think, and then do what they know is
right.
Life is full of so called “opportunities” that lead to trouble. Gangs
might tell you that smoking, drinking, or using drugs will turn you
into a real “man.” Gang members might try to convince you that
shoplifting is the “cool” thing to do. When these “opportunities”
present themselves, do what you “know is right” - just say NO. Then
go back to your real friends.
Remember what you have learned about how WINNERS make good
and healthy choices, and about how WINNERS use common sense. If
you get that feeling in the “pit” of your stomach, it is a good time to
stop and think about what you are about to do.
WINNERS evaluate their choices carefully. They do not allow
themselves to be talked into doing what they know, deep down inside,
is wrong.
WINNERS do what they “know is right.”
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DO WHAT YOU KNOW IS RIGHT
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COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS

WINNERS often take time out to count their blessings. They are
continually thankful for what they have – they never complain about
what they do not have.
WINNERS count the important aspects of their lives as blessings, but
also count many smaller, insignificant things as well. WINNERS are
thankful for their shelter, their food, their clothes, their family and
friends, their school and teachers. They are also thankful for the
warm bed in which they sleep; the pet to coddle; the neighbors that
live around them; the sun, the moon, and the stars; the earth in which
their food grows; the rain and the snow.
Yes, WINNERS are thankful for many, many things - both large and
small - but they are particularly thankful for the opportunities they
have to lead happy, successful, fulfilling, productive lives.
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I WISH I HADN’T DONE THAT
(Think First!)

We all do things that we later regret having done. We all say things
that we later regret having said. WINNERS are extra careful to think
before doing or saying anything that might harm themselves or
someone else.
WINNERS weigh the consequences before making a decision to do
something that they know, way down in their hearts, is wrong.
WINNERS try very hard to avoid having to think or say: “I wish I
hadn’t done that.” WINNERS say “no” a lot. WINNERS say “no” to
the trying of drugs, alcohol and tobacco. WINNERS say no to other
things they know are wrong.
In order to avoid having to think “I wish I hadn’t done that”
WINNERS do not lie, steal or cheat.
WINNERS do what they know is right.
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SMILE! SMILE! SMILE!
WINNERS smile a lot. They smile when they talk. They smile when
they walk. They smile when they sit and read. They smile when they
eat. They even smile when they think.
Try smiling for a whole hour. You will find out that it makes you feel
good and makes others around you feel good, too. When you smile,
others around you smile back. They might even come out with
“hello” or some other friendly greeting unexpectedly. When you
smile, you attract others to you, because people want to be around
happy people. Smiling is a great way to make friends.
Try smiling all day long. This idea just might change your life. All
WINNERS are known for their smiles. WINNERS almost never frown.
WINNERS smile all the time. If you want to be a WINNER, SMILE!
SMILE! SMILE!
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CONCLUSION
WINNERS live by the “secrets” discussed in WINNERS WALK TALL.
They build their lives in anticipation of becoming successful,
productive, happy citizens as they grow up to be teenagers and
beyond.
It may be helpful for you to review all the ideas discussed in this
book. Some of the ideas are easy to incorporate into your daily life,
some might seem more difficult. Once you get into the habit of
deciding to act like a WINNER, living by these “secrets” will become
both easier and more fun.
Keep your handouts handy and refer to them often. Discuss the ideas
with your family and friends. Get your friends to practice these
“secrets,” too. You all will begin to enjoy life more.
Finally, make it your goal to be a real WINNER. Don’t let anything or
anyone stand in your way.
Good Luck, WINNER!!
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